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MISD hopes compromise ends dispute
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Murray Independent Board of
Education has proposed a compromise
to their peers at Calloway County that
they hope will put an end to a dispute
over the annexation of the Crossfield
subdivision, save the 'use of badlyneeded education funding on litigation,
and set $1.6 million in state attendance
funding free for use in both school districts.
Chairman Richard Crouch, vicechairman Stuart Alexander and board
members Laura Pitman and Donnie

Offers to ban annexation of additional
subdivisions by Murray district until 2008
Winchester unanimously approved a
resolution during a special-called meeting Tuesday morning that would amend
a standing non-resident agreement
between the two districts and ban the
annexation of any more subdivisions by
petition by the Murray district until
2008.
The proposal, if approved by the
Calloway County Board of Education,

would also allow superintendents Bob
Rogers of Murray and Steve Hoskins of
Calloway County to work together to
utilize an estimated $1.6 million in
state Average Daily Attendance(ADA)
funds that would have remained in
Frankfort under the terms of the 2005
non-resident agreement.
"Basically what it says is that if they
will withdraw their appeal then we'll

agree not to annex any more subdivisions throughout the term of our agreement that we have with them," Rogers
explained. "Also, if both boards will
agree to let the two superintendents
work together then we can use the
funds that would be left in Frankfort in
a harmonious situation."
As detailed in the resolution, Rogers
said he understood Calloway's board's

concern over the annexation issue and
hoped to put an end to any future proposals for at least two years.
"If this decision is accepted by each
district, the Calloway Board agrees to
withdraw its appeal of the Crossfield
Annexation petition and the Murray
Board of Education resolves not to
approve any annexation petition other
than the Crossfield subdivision
throughout the term of the non-resident
contract between the districts," he said.
Steve Hoskins, superintendent for

•See Page 2A

Questions over
Gov.'s regent
selection linger
Judges can
serve;
abstention
vote not
clear cut
By KR1STIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Questions about whether a
judge can serve on a university's
governing board were answered
more than three years ago when
former Gov. Paul Patton
appointed a circuit judge who
the
serve
to
continues
University of Kentucky Board
of Trustees.
But other concerns aren't
clear cut.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher appointCourt of Appeals Judge Jeff
ed
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Taylor, a Democrat, on Friday
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SEMI-ANNUAL HOSE TESTING: Ten members of the Murray Fire Department tested all of the department's fire
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and
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Munsey carry the heavy hoses back to the fire truck for reloading.
spokeswoman Jodi Whitaker
said.
Taylor. who was elected as an
appellate judge in 2003, feels
comfortable with his new role,
having researched the possibilinew three-year term will begin ty when he originally submitted
ate.
chair the acaBy KRISTIN TAYLOR
Stricter told Faculty Senate July 1.
demic departhis application for a regent
Staff Writer
The Faculty Senate's rules appointment in 2004. During
Steve White and
President
has
that
ment
All summer the Murray State 23 members,
immediate past president Ed and election committee will that time Republicans Vickie
Board of Regents has been in a including
Thome of his decision on June meet next Tuesday and expects Travis and Alan Stout were
state of flux with a new staff adjunct profesto discuss the special election.
I. He'll officially resign Jan. 1.
to the board, which by
regent for the first time in nine sors.
White had a message for appointed
"I'd like to thank Dr. Stricter,
law has to proportionally reflect
can
you
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years and controversy over the
potential
the
of
behalf
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the state's voter registration of
governor making an appoint- asked Stricter
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your
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and
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"I researched it before I ever
The transition will continue regent post July
dial."
speed
everything
appreciate
certainly
my application,"
submitted
Gina
Regent
as Faculty Regent Terry Stricter 1 to assume
Staff
Strieter he's done."
announced Tuesday he'll resign department
Faculty members will vote in Winchester was elected to the Taylor said in an interview with
his elected position at the end of chair duties, but Stricter said a special election sometime this post in March but learned from the Ledger & Times. "As a
the semester. Strider, a history resigning amid so much transi- semester to fill the last six the outside until she officially judge, I just have to make sure it
professor who was elected by tion, including lingering effects months of Strieter's unexpired came on the board July 1. won't interfere with my job and
his peers in 2001, is taking of the board's split presidential term. Another election will be
I can't be involved in anything
Humanities and Fine Arts Dean hiring in May, wasn't appropri- held next semester because a
that could come before the
•See Page 9A
Ted Brown up on an offer to
court. I wouldn't be involved in

Stneter to resign faculty regent post

EDC working to keep rail area in good shape
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway Economic Development Corporation officials say they have no
plans to operate train services along the
Hardin Southern Railroad north of Murray
and are doing what they can to keep the
tracks in good repair until clients can be
found to justify operating the track.
Mark Manning, president of the EDC
which purchased the property in 2005 to
provide rail service to Webasto and the

industrial park area, said the board of directors considers the track an important tool in
the future economic development of
Calloway County and have taken steps to
upgrade the property.
"Because of that, we now have the ability when another big client comes in to some
day perhaps add additional rail traffic and
make the rail line healthier and to make sure
it is here for the long term," he said.
In the meantime. Manning said corporation officials want to be good neighbors and

steps have already been taken to secure and
upgrade the property. including spraying
weeds along the section.
"We obviously have a responsibility to
keep the property in good condition and we
have done a spraying program from Murray
up to Hardin and have knocked back some
of the brush and things like that," he said.
"We bush-hogged the area earlier this year

•See Page 9A
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party."
Ma
In
2003, Patton
appointed
Phillip Patton
of Glasgow,
who is circuit
for
judge
Taylor
and
Barren
Metcalfe counties. Judge Pattou
continues to serve on the UK
Board of Trustees.
A three-page opinion froni
the state's Judicial Ethics
Committee earlier that year says
a judge can serve on the board of
a public university. The opinion
came before the judge seeking
the opinion was actually
appointed.
-The committee does not
believe that having judges serve
as trustees on colleges and uni!
versities around the state wig
bring harm to the judiciary,
Rather, they believe it can only
enhance the judiciary," Judicial
Ethics Committee Chairman
B.M. Westberry wrote in the
Jan. 23, 2003, unanimous opinion. "Judges are elected officials
and they must be allowed to participate in activities where they
may be visible."
The ethics committee did
outline some limitations, saying
the judge shouldn't serve as a
legal adviser to the board. Also,
as a university board member, a
judge may not vote or participate in any matter that appears
like to result in litigation and
must recuse himself in any
court-related action.
In considering the issue, the
ethics committee looked at other
jurisdictions. The federal courts
and Georgia don't permit their
judges to serve on such boards,
but Alabama, South Carolina
and Florida do. At the time of
the opinion, 106 judges were
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SheriffoliceLogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An injury crash was reported at 5:38 a.m. Saturday near
VanCleave and Purdom roads. The caller said her husband
swerved to miss a deer right before Purdom Road and went into
a ditch.
• An injury crash was reported at 11:17 a.m. Saturday on
Nighthawk Drive. A juvenile wrecked on a four-wheeler. EMS
transported the subject.
• A caller from Pottertown Road reported at 5:34 p.m. Saturday
that someone stole items from her yard sale. A case was opened.
• Vandalism to graves at Palestine Cemetery was reported at
5.54 p.m. Monday.
Murray State University Police Department
• A camera was reported stolen from Wells Hall at 1:25 p.m.
Friday. A third-degree burglary report was taken.
• Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room personnel
reported at 216 a.m. Monday an incident involving unwanted
sexual contact by an acquaintance.
Kentucky State Police
• Post One, which covers 11 counties including Calloway, reported the following activity in August: Troopers opened 161 cnminal
cases: made 314 criminal arrests; investigated 59 collisions,
including eight fatalities; received 805 calls for service; and made
101 driving under the influence arrests. As of Aug. 31, collisions
killed 38 people in the Post One area. Of those, 14 were not
wearing seat belts and nine involved motorcycles. During the
same period last year, 39 people died. Statewide so far this year,
587 people have been killed in collisions, compared to 619 in
2005.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
MAKING WAY FOR PROGRESS: A crew from Parker Excavating works on demolishing the former American Legion building at the corner of 6th and Maple streets Wednesday morning. According to Bruce Parker, owner of the company, the
demolition work should take a couple of days to complete. He said First United Methodist Church had purchased the property and a parking lot would be built on the site. Pictured above, Parker pulls down a portion of the old framework.

Fletcher to return
•Compromise ...
$250,000 of re-election From Front
money to contributors
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Ernie Fletcher will return
$250,000 left in his original campaign for re-election to voters.
Fletcher began raising money in mid-2005 for
re-election on a ticket that included Lt. Gov. Steve
Pence. But Pence withdrew in May as Fletcher's
running mate, and Fletcher tapped Executive
Cabinet Secretary and Murray businessman Robbie
Rudolph to run with him.
Because the money was raised specifically for a
Fletcher-Pence slate, Fletcher cannot keep it.
State law requires Fletcher to dispose of money
Fletcher
left in the Fletcher-Pence committee by refunding it
pro-rata to contributors, giving it to his political party, giving it to
charity or giving it to the state.
"This money belongs to the donors and their wishes should take
priority," Fletcher said in a news release late last week.

II Questions
From Front
serving as trustees on university
boards nationwide.
Supreme Court Chief Justice

Calloway County Schools, said Tuesday that
he received a copy of the resolution that he
intends to present to the Calloway County
Board of Education during its scheduled
meeting Sept. 14. Although he noted that his
assessment of the agreement is that it is too
one-sided, he said Calloway board members
would make the decision.
"Basically, the resolution looks like a
win-win for them and a lose-lose for us," he
said. "This resolution said that they would
take this subdivision and then at the end of
the non-resident agreement we have, then
they are free to annex again, so it's win-win
for them. I'll present it to the board and let
them respond to it."
Rogers and Hoskins had met to discuss
the issue following a meeting of the Murray
board last week when Rogers was authorized to discuss the resolution with Hoskins
in advance of Tuesday's meeting.
As the result of the non-resident agree-

merit adopted Mar. 10, 2005, approximately
$1.6 million in ADA funding will not be gi Basically, the resolution looks
allocated between the districts until 2008.
like a win-win for them and a
Rogers pointed out that the funding —
for
lose-lose
$400,000 that would have been allocated
us'
during the current year and $1.2 million dur— Steve Hoskins
ing the 2007-2008 school year — is enough
to pay the salaries of 20 teachers for two
Callaway County Schools
years ensuring low class sizes for both disSuperintendent
tricts or pay for 50 instructional assistants
for two years.
He said the funds could also be used to schools.
However if both boards agree to amend
upgrade existing technology, pay escalating
in a
electricity, natural gas and diesel fuel bills, the contract, the funds could be used
disboth
at
students
benefit
of
effort
joint
or fund numerous alternative education protricts, according to Rogers.
grams.
"The MISD believes it is possible for the
Roger said the $1.6 million figure is
work together in a
based on a projection of 400 non-resident two school districts to
harmonious
environment,"
yet
competitive
Independent
Murray
students attending
Schools during the 2006-2008 school years he said. "The Murray Board of Education
and the allocation of $4,000 in annual ADA 'desires to ensure that all state funds desigfunding for each student with the assump- nated for the education of the students of
tion that about 250- non-resident students Murra_y and Calloway County are received
left
will attend classes in Calloway County in Murray and Calloway County and not
in Frankfort."

IP

•••

Joseph Lambert is among the
judges who has served on a university board. Lambert, who has
headed the state's highest court
since 1998 after being a justice

since 1987, was on Eastern
Kentucky University's Board of
Regents from 1988-92, according to his online resume.
Another reference to the

Murray Independent School System
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, The Murray Board of Education desires to have a good
working Relationship with the Calloway County Board of Education, and:
WHEREAS,The Murray Board of Education understands the concern of
the Calloway County Board of Education regarding the possibility of future
annexation petitions, and:
WHEREAS, The Murray Board of Education desires to ensure that all
state funds designated for the education of the students of Murray and
Calloway County are received in Murray and Calloway County and not left
in Frankfort and:
WHEREAS, The Murray Board of Education believes that district
resources are best expended on the education of students instead of litigation and legal fees.
THEREFORE,The Murray Board of Education resolves on September 5,
2006 at a special meeting that if the Calloway Board of Education will withdraw its appeal of the Crossfield Annexation Request:
AND
If both school boards will amend the March 10, 2005 Non-Resident
Agreement to allow their superintendents to make sure that the school funding dollars which would remain in Frankfort due to the aforementioned
agreement(a total of approximately $1,600,000.00 over the next two years)
will be used in a joint effort for the education of the students in the Murray
and Calloway County School Districts,
THEN
The Murray Board of Education will resolve not to approve any annexation petition other than the Crossfield subdivision throughout the term of
the March 10, 2005 Non-Resident contract as amended by this resolution.
The Murray Board of Education believes it is possible for the two school
districts to work together in a competitive yet harmonious environment, and
the above proposed resolution is offered to that end.
The above Resolution was passed by the Murray Board of Education on
9-5-06.

aof X'
Bob Rogers, Secretary to the Board

have held a judge cannot hold an holding an elective office," the
office or perform a function that second paragraph concludes.
Thylor's appointment was
is executive in nature and goes
on to define regents duties as effective immediately because
executive in administering the he replaces former chairman
Don Sparks, whose six-year
university's affairs.
"Therefore it would be a vio- term expired June 30. But a
lation of Section 28 of the state pending lawsuit and possible
Constitution for a judge or jus- additional litigation worries at
tice to sit on the board of regents least some regents, including
of a state university," the first Chairwoman Marilyn Buchanon
and Faculty Regent Terry
paragraph Concludes.
But the second paragraph Strieter.
Procedure requires the comsays trustees, a reference to the
University of Kentucky's board, mittee to recommend a list of
not public officials. names from which the governor
are
-Therefore there is no conflict chooses someone to appoint. In
between serving as a trustee and this case, the appointment had to
be a Democrat, based on the
state law that requires the board
to reflect proportionally the registered voters statewide.
The procedure has been questioned by some who wonder if
Pt:
the slate of names was indeed
approved by the nominating
committee. Three of the six
committee members voted for
.t0.514251>SS..
the third list that included Taylor
while two others voted against it
and one member abstained. One
committee member was absent.
2 E. Maui Street. 753.15114
There is also debate about
how the abstention should be
counted. Fletcher's staff cited
two Kentucky cases that say a
majority only needs to come
from the number of voting members — in this case five — and
anyone who decides not to vote
Your home is more
is in essence voting with the
majority.
than a building to you.
However, that philosophy
It's your window to the
contradicts Robert's Rules of
Order, which are typically used
world and a safe haven
as default rules when governwhen you need it.
ment bodies have no other specific practices outlined in law.
Call us to find out how
Robert's Rules say an abstention
Shelter's Homeowners
vote has the same effect as a
"no" vote when the vote
required is a majority of the
strengthen your
members present.
What else is unclear is
financial foundation.
whether Fletcher can reject the
original list of names. Those initial nominees — Kenneth "Pete"
Galloway and Sharon Green,
both of Mayfield. and Kenneth
Shadowen of Benton — have
filed a lawsuit in Franklin
Circuit Court, asking a judge to
rule that the governor has to
Jack Romaine
appoint one of them. If Fletcher
refuses, according to their com105 N. 12th St.
plaint. the committee should
Murray, KY 42071
choose one of them.
759-1033
Fletcher maintains he can
request another list, as he did
twice. Whether the outcome of
the lawsuit will affect the governor's most recent appointment
has yet to be determined.

question of whether a judge can
serve on a board outside the
judicial department or state government comes in an attorney
general's opinion from Feb. 7,
1994. The opinion, which
Attorney General Chris Gorman
and Assistant Attorney General
Ross T. Carter signed, addressed
a question from state Sen.
Joseph Meyer of Covington.
The theme of that opinion was
separation of powers.
Although only two paragraphs are written on the university board question, the information seems to contradict itself.
First, the AG opinion says courts

Shelter what matters most.
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2004 memo warned of staffing issues
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By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Wnter
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Nearly two years before the fatal
crash of Comair Right 5191, a
control tower supervisor at the
Lexington airport reported staff
shortages that "can cost lives."
According to a safety memo
filed in September 2004 and
obtained Tuesday by The
Associated Press, the supervisor
reported the airport's radar system wasn't working properly but
that the air traffic manager
refused to call in a mechanical
specialist because it would mean
paying two hours of overtime.
The memo went on to complain that staffing in Lexington
was a "low priority to the powers above us" who were more
focused on solving problems at
larger
airports, such
as
Louisville and Cincinnati.
-Those types of poorly
thought out decisions can cost
lives," said the supervisor, who
made the report anonymously
through a NASA system used by
tower operators and pilots to list
safety concerns, which are ultimately relayed to the Federal
Aviation Administration. "It's
about money, not safety."
Investigators are looking into
staffing at the Lexington control
tower, among other things, as a
possible contributing factor to
the Aug. 27 crash that killed 49
of 50 people on board.

Association, said the memo
proves that staffing complaints
aren't just coming from rankand-file controllers seeking
more overtime pay.
-The FAA just characterizes
it as union rhetoric, but here you
have a member of management
trying to warn someone that the
facility is short-staffed, and
nobody's doing anything about
it," Santore said.
Although radar equipment
problems haven't been listed as
a possible cause of the Kentucky
crash, former Blue Grass airport
control tower operator Scott
Zoeckler said the supervisor's
report is evidence of staffing
neglect. The specific radar element listed as inoperable serves
a major safety component, he
said.
-You're sitting there looking
at airplanes, and all of a sudden
you have nothing to see,"
Zoeckler said. "It's about the
scariest event you can have.
Lexington is going to become
the window to which the country
sees the problem staffing is having on the entire system."
Also Tuesday, a Lexington
judge issued a protective order
that could allow families of the
crash victims to review the evidence before any of it is
destroyed. The order stems from
a lawsuit filed by the family of
Rebecca Adams, who was killed
on the flight.

The plane headed down a
runway too short to make a
proper takeoff, but the lone
tower operator — who got only
two hours of sleep between
shifts — had turned his back to
do
work.
administrative
According to FAA guidelines,
two control tower operators
should have been working at the
time or some of the duties
should have been forwarded to
an off-site center.
Since the crash, the FAA has
put two tower operators on the
overnight shift in Lexington.
"The anonymous report from
2004 appears to express concern
about maintenance technicians,
not air traffic controllers. We
don't have a staff problem in
general at control towers," FAA
spokeswoman Laura Brown
said.
Brown said Lexington and
other smaller airports don't have
full-time maintenance workers
on staff, relying instead on
regional maintenance crews that
arrive when there is a problem.
Some 6,000 workers handle the
maintenance for more than
5,000 airports, she said.
After the crash, the FAA tested the equipment in the
Lexington tower and found it
was in working order, Brown
said.
But Victor Santore, Southern
region vice president for the
National Air Traffic Controllers

kentockylnBrief
in Iraq
Fort Campbell soldier killed
Fort Campbell soldier was

FORT CAMPBELL Ky.(AP) — A
killed in Iraq during combat operations, the Army said Tuesday.
Sgt. Matthew J. Vosbein, 30, of Metairie. La.. died Aug. 29 in
Sadr Al Yusifiyah after an improvised explosive device detonated
near his dismounted patrol, the military said in a statement.
Vosbein was assigned to the Army's 2nd Battalion, 502nd
Infantry Regiment, 2nd Bngade Combat Team. 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault).
The 101st is headquartered at Fort Campbell, which straddles the
Kentucky-Tennessee border. With the latest death reported, 169 soldiers from Fort Campbell have died in the Iraq war since it began in
2003. More than 150 of those have been from the 101st Airborne
Division.
The 20,000 soldiers of the 101st are scheduled to return by this
fall from a yearlong deployment in Iraq, with the majority expected
home by the end of September. Some advance parties of soldiers
have already begun returning.

.
, ,. .6

Woman found dead in jail cell
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — An eastern Kentucky woman who was
jailed on a public intoxication charge was found dead in her jail cell,
officials said.
An autopsy was performed on Sabrina Woods, 35,of Sassafras in
Knott County, but no preliminary report was available, Perry County
Deputy Coroner Kyle Wolfe said.
Woods was found dead in her cell at Kentucky River Regional
Jail in Perry County, about 12 hours after her arrest. Authorities
believe she died between 5 and 5:30 a.m. EDT Saturday.
Hazard Police Sgt. lames East said he arrested Woods and a companion, Tracy Stacy, 34, of Vicco, on a back street in Hazard at 6:45
p.m. Friday after they called police on a cell phone to complain they
had been robbed of "some medicine."
Woods also was charged with second-degree possession of a controlled substance and prescription drugs — hydrocodone. a
AP painkiller — not in its proper container. East said.
"She was aware enough to be able to answer questions,- East
A man walks past the control
tower at Blue Grass Airport said. "She didn't appear to be in need of any medical assistance."
Wolfe said there was no indication of foul play.
in Lexington, Ky. A lone airtraffic controller was in the
tower at the time of the
Comair Flight 5191 crash
Aug. 26, a violation of
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — People on both sides of the smoking
Aviation
Federal
ban issue are criticizing a compromise that intends to slow down a
Administration policy.
harsher ban.
The compromise proposal would phase in tougher smoking
restrictions during the next four years.
Louisville Metro Council Democratic Caucus Chairman Jim
King circulated copies of the proposal Tuesday, with a notation saygated state hiring decisions by ing it has 13 votes in support.
the Fletcher administration for a
year before indicting Fletcher in
May onc.harges of criminal conspiracy, official misconduct and
political discrimination.
According to the order,
Stumbo was to provide Fletcher
with three candidates for each of
Commission Rate
the four openings, who would
When Selling Your Home!
then have 30 days to pick.
Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi
Whitaker said the governor
would "make every effort to
.115 N 1211 • Itlutt4y - 1 7 0 7 5 9 Ilia
make this appointment in a timealum campbellrealtg.coni
":".".".`
ly manner.-

Some favor phasing in tougher
smoking ban in Louisville

AG recommends 3 for personnel board slot
Tuesday morning, offenng two
By JOE BIESK
Democrats and a Republican for
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — consideration.
"It's important that when
Attorney General Greg Stumbo,
following a recent court order people come to a board like this
that ended the criminal prosecu- with a grievance, that they see a
tion against Gov. Ernie Fletcher, balanced group of individuals
suggested candidates for the there — not all one race, not all
governor to consider in filling a one gender," Stumbo told
reporters. "I think it's important
state Personnel Board vacancy.
Four vacancies currently to people. I think that people
exist on the board, because of understand that that represents
last month's agreement that fairness."
The candidates were intended
forced the resignations of four
Fletcher appointees. As part of for Fletcher to consider in
the deal, Fletcher was to fill the replacing E. Patrick Moores,
vacancies from lists of Stumbo- who resigned last month as part
of the agreed order. Moores'
provided candidates.
Stumbo sent Fletcher a letter term would have expired Jan. 1,

2010.
A special judge last month
approved a negotiated agreement between Fletcher and prosecutors to dismiss charges that
accused the governor of breaking state law by basing personnel decisions on political considerations.
Four of Fletcher's appointees
to the board — which oversees
personnel decisions for most
state employees — were forced
to resign under the agreement,
and the governor was to pick
from
replacements
their
Stumbo's hand-picked candidates.
A special grand jury investi-
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There's opportunity here

Open a
free checking
account.
Unlock
opportunity.

Imagine
using a
penny to
find $50.
Every week lots of folks win playing
Scratch-offs from the Kentucky Lottery.
And so can you!

BB&T FREE CHECKING

FREE
Online Banking with OnLine
Bill Payment
BB&T Check Card with BB&T
Visa Extras
Unlimited Check Writing
BOW ATM Access
Phone24 Automated Banking
Check Safekeeping

When you open a BB&T Free checking
account,you'll have no monthly maintenance
fees, no minimum balance requirements and
valuable free tools to make your life easier
But that's not all. You'll also get a skilled
Relationship Banker to help you find the
right financial products to meet your needs.
Sign up for your BB&T Free account today, and
let the opportunities begin
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A poem for
the students
We are now well into the fall semester at Murray State
University. For years now, the first day of class for any of
my university history courses has been given over to the
reading of a poem. In fact, the first thing
that we do as a class and the last thing
that we do as a class involve the analysis
of a poem.
On the first day of the semester, I enjoy
watching the students' quizzical glances to
friends in the next row and frantic consultations of class schedules to make sure they
are not in an English Department class as
we put off the syllabus for a time to consider the lines of an Ella Wheeler Wilcox
Home and
poem instead.
Away
I first heard the poem years ago at, of
By
James
all places, a high school basketball camp in
Duane Bolin
western Kentucky. I remember that Tom
Ledger & Times
McMillan. a sensational left-handed forward
Columnist
for the University of Maryland and our
talked
more
guest instructor for the day,
about life than how to perfect a jump shot or block out
effectively. He talked about how we had a responsibility to
make something of our lives, and he urged us to live lives
of service.
There I sat — a 15-year-old freshman — perched on the
first row of the wooden bleachers, drinking it all in.
McMillan made a deep, profound impression on me, and it
has not .surprised me that he went on to live a life of service as a member of the House of Representatives after his
basketball days were over. Here is the poem that he recited
in that stifling gymnasium in Madisonville, Ky., in July,
1970:
One ship drives east, the other drives west
With the selfsame winds that blow.
"Tis the set of the sails
and not the gales
Which tells us the way to go.

The 'incompetent' Bush Administration

Congress returned to town
this week for an abbreviated
session. One doesn't need to
be psychic to predict little
will be accomplished in the
Like the winds of the sea are the ways of fate,
run-up to
As we voyage along through life:
the Novem'Tis the set of a soul
ber election.
that decides its goal,
Democrats,
And not the calm or the strife.
aided by
I committed the poem to memory, and with my first coltheir many
-re* teaching jOb,- I recited it to my students on the first
media
day of class. A creature of habit, I have continued the
allies, can
practice ever since.
be counted
We analyze the poem. What hidden themes, themes that
on to parCal's
we will encounter in the course, can we find in the lines of
rot their
the poem? Students are usually very astute, and they suglatest line
Thoughts
gest, for example. in an American History course that ships
By Cal Thomas about the
are used for warfare, and that surely we will discuss various
"incompeSyndicated
wars in American History. Someone else chimes in that
tent" Bush
Columnist
ships are also used for commerce and that we will discuss
administrathe ebb and flow of the American economy in the course.
tion.
When gas prices rose to
Yet another student states that the ship sailing west sugnear record levels this sumgests the significance of westward expansion in American
mer, it was supposedly due
History. We go on, playing with these themes and topics,
to the incompetence of the
and before long students have a pretty good grasp of what
Bush administration. Gas
the course is all about.
prices have now dropped to
Then, after a time. I ask the students to personalize the
well under $3 a gallon
poem. What does the poem have to say to you as a stuwhere 1 live. If it was
dent in this course? What does it have to say to you as a
"incompetence" that
Bush's
challenges
particular
person? What motivates you? What
caused the spike, does he
do you face? What do you want out of life? After all,
now get credit for the
tis the set of a soul that decides its goal, and not the
decline? Market forces set
calm or the strife."
gas prices, so he should neiSo, we went through the ritual yet again in the first class ther be blamed for the spike.
session of each of my courses this semester.
nor praised for the decline,
The poem never becomes stale, at least for me. Of
but the Democrats won't see
course, I recite the poem for selfish reasons too. It serves
it that way.
as a useful tool to keep me on course, to help me rememAugust employment figber that while I most assuredly teach the discipline and the
ures again show a healthy
subjects of history. I teach students as well.
economy due largely to what
Democrats call "irresponsible"
tax cuts for the wealthy.
According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, total nonfarm payroll employment
increased by 128.000 last
1001 %V hitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
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To the Editor.
Let me be as clear as I
can and as short. In a few
weeks. the Senate will be
voting (again!) on opening
the Arctic National Wildlife

rats.
The war on terror scored
an important victory last
weekend with the arrest of
al-Qaida's No. 2 in Iraq.
Hamed lumaa Farid al-Saeedi. Iraqi and coalition forces
issued a statement that said
the arrest has caused alQaida a "serious leadership
crisis." Will Democrats and
their media allies prai_w_the
Bush administration for this
sign of competence in fighting the Iraq War? No,
because this is about Democrats regaining power and
nothing more. Were the Bush
administration to announce it
had discovered the fountain
of youth and cures for cancer and adolescent rebellion.
it wouldn't be enough.
Since Sept. 11, 2001,
President Bush has repeatedly
stressed that the war with
terrorism will be long, difficult and frustrating. It is
unlike any war the country
has fought and so all comparisons - from the time it
is taking. to the number of
casualties - are imperfect. It
is not a war America chose
to begin; it is a war the
United States could not
escape.
This war was unavoidable,
because religious fanatics
concluded a new strategy
was needed after Arab states
lost five wars to Israel: They
viewed Israel as strong until the Lebanon fiasco and the United States weak.
That weakness, they determined, wasn't in military
might. but in staying power.
They calculated the United
States lacks the stomach for
a long war, especially one
fueled by religious fanaticism.
Seeing America as reli-

giously weak and morally
challenged. the islamofascists
are determined to strike us
where we live. The Clinton
administration failed to see
this war coming. but Democrats do not regard its minimal response to terrorist
attacks as incompetence or
weakness. Condemnation is
reserved exclusively for President Bush. who they say
misjudged the war on terror
by attacking Iraq. But the
war was coming and would
have come with or without
the overthrow of Saddam
Hussein. If the United States
and the rest of the coalition
does not defeat the insurgents in Iraq, that country
will become a terror state
and the price we will pay
when future attacks against
America are launched from
an islamofascist Iraq, allied
with Iran. will make 9/11
pale in comparison.
At a symposium last
spring on "Islam and the
West," which was sponsored
by The World Affairs Council of Philadelphia, Walter
Russell Mead of the Council

AP.
on Foreign Relations noted,
"The human species is facing
a huge historical, cultural
problem. . For reasons that
have very little to do with
the U.S., we need to face
the fact that we'll be living
with this for a very long
time." Mead said it isn't just
an Arab problem, but an
Islamic world problem, which
transcends borders and
regions. "If you don't understand this, you're deluding
yourself," he said.
Do Democrats and their
media allies understand this
or are they deluding themselves? What would they do
differently from the Bush
administration in credibly
fighting this plague that transcends borders, regions and
even political parties? Should.
Democrats win a congressional majority in the fall
election, they must do more
than try to frustrate the pres•
ident, hoping to win the
White House in 2008. The .
war won't wait for them to
prove their competence, or
incompetence.

OUR READERS WRITE
Refuge to oil drilling. I
protest! This precious heritage and many more acres
proposed to be open to oil
and mineral drilling belong
to all Americans an their
children and grandchildren.
Drilling there will not, as
claimed, reduce the price of
oil or gas.
What is happening is that
we are turning over the running of this country to big
_corporations whose lobbyists
are good at presenting their
case for what we may pay a
heavy price. Arc we heading
toward a different form of
government from that
dreamed of in 1776? Are we
substituting the rule of a few
big guns. who can buy their
way, for representative government? Are we shutting
out the voices of intelligent.
but no-so-rich, citizens?
Yours sincerely,
Emily Wolfson
Murray. Ky.
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Obituaries
Roger Wayne Lilly

Mrs. Estella K. Stepto

Charles B. Fennel

Estella K. Stepto, 68, Oxford Drive, Murray, died Tuesday,
Sept. 5, 2006, at 4:30 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired secretary at Murray State University, she was a member
Of St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray Country Club and Multible
Myloma Research Foundation.
; Born June 2, 1938, in Charlestown, W.Va., she was the daughter
of the late Harry Clinton Gray and Hattie Clertunons Gray.
: Survivors include her husband, Michael L. Stepto Sr.; one daughter, Mrs. Cathy Grant and husband, Jimmy, Clarksville, Tenn.; two
sons, Michael L. Stepto Jr., Evansville, Ind., and Jeffery Harrell,
Harrodsburg; one sister, Mrs. Nina Padro and husband, Alfred,
American Canyon, Calif.; seven grandchildren.
• The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church.
Fr. Mike Williams will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Leo Catholic
Church Building Fund, 401 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky., 42071.

The tuneral tor Charles B. Fennel will be Thursday at l p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Hillman C. Moore
and Rev. Allie D. Rudolph will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Unity Cemetery, Hardin.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mr. Fennel, 81, Aurora Highway, Hardin,
died Monday. Sept. 4, 2006, at 5:30 a.m. at
Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
He retired as foreman in 1974 from the former Murray Division of the Tappan Company. A
member of Benton Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. he was ordained as an elder in 1970 and
served in that position for 36 years.
One daughter, Mitzi Anne Fennel, and his
Fennel
parents, Wiley Fennel and Jannie Collins Fennel,
all preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Audaine Warren Fennel; one
daughter, Mrs. Michele Fennel Shearer, and one son, Michael
Fennel, both of Hardin; one brother. James Fennel, Paducah; three
grandehldren, Amy Fennel Settle, Paducah, Daniel Fennel, Benton,
and Wit Shearer, Hardin.

Mrs.

Gary L Nichols
The funeral for Gary L. Nichols will be Friday at 2 p.m. at the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, where he was a member. Bishop Raymond O'Cotiner will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the church from 1 to 2 p.m.
Friday. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Alzheimer's Association, 3703 Taylorsville Road,
Ste. 102, Louisville, Ky., 40220-1330.
: Mr. Nichols, 62, Keenland Drive, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 4,
at 10:50 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
• A retired master sergeant with the United States Air Force, he
served in the Vietnam War.Born Feb. 5, 1944, in Calespell, Mont.,
he was the son of the late Charles and Margaret Nichols. One sister
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janet Nichols; one son, Peter
Nichols and wife, Debra, Pensacola, Fla.; one stepson, Richard Hall,
Murray; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Sally A. Sparks and husband, J.B.,
Panama City, Fla., and Ms. Susan Jane Hall, Nashville, Tenn.; three
brothers, Kevin Nichols and wife, Diane, Seattle, Wash., Nyle
Nichols, Las Vegas, Nev., and Scott Nichols, Breveton, Wash.; two
grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren.

006,

The funeral tor Roger Wayne Lilly will be today (Wednesday ) at
2 p.m in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home. Cadiz. Rev. Allan
Stokes, Rev. Howard Jones and Rev. Steve Hibbs will officiate
Music will be by Geraldine Baker, pianist and vocalist, Rev. Steve
Hibbs, pianist, and Virginia Hibbs and Rev. Allan and Joy Stokes.
vocalists. Burial will follow in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery, Golden

Pond.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.Expressions of sympathy
may be made to Cadiz Gideon Camp, P.O. Box 65, Cadiz. Ky..
42211. Mr. Lilly, 55, Linton Road, Cadiz, died Sunday. Sept. 3,
2006, from an apparent heart attack in the Land Between the Lakes.
Former owner and operator of Knit-Well Hosiery, he was presently a supervisor in the housekeeping department at LAke Barkley
State Resort Park. He was a member of New Pleasant Hill
Pentecostal Church where he served as a deacon. song director and
a past Sunday School teacher. He was also a member of the Cadiz
Gideon Camp.
He was born Nov. 5, 1950, in Golden Pond. His father, Cyril
Milton Lilly, preceded him in death. Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Kay Underhill Lilly, to whom he had been married for 37
years; one son, Terry Lilly and wife, Angie. Hopkinsville; one
daughter, Mrs. Tina Oliver and husband. Matt, Cadiz; his mother,
Mrs. Ruth Jones Lilly, and two brothers, Wallace Wade Lilly. and
Jerry Milton Lilly and wife, Karen, all of Cadiz; four grandchildren.
Mrs. Bernice R. Smith
Lilly and
The funeral for Mrs. Bernice R. Smith will be Saturday at 2 p.m. Matthew Payton Oliver, Eric Tryon Oliver, Madison Page
in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Bro. Dennis Garrett Wayne Lilly.
Norvell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 Mrs. Mary Elizabeth West
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Elizabeth West was today
to 9 p.m. Friday. Mrs. Smith, 94, Murray, died
Saturday, Sept. 2, 2006, at 10:50 p.m. at Spring (Wednesday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Rev. Max Anderson and Rev. Duane Holland officiated.
Health Care.
She was a member of Poplar Spring Baptist Burial was in the Haymes Cemetery, Hardin.
Mrs. West, 79, Cole Lane, Benton, died Sunday, Sept. 3. 2006, at
Church.Her husband, Claude E. Smith. and one
son. John A. Smith, both preceded her in death. 10:45 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith and attended Pleasant
Born April 20, 1912, she was the daughter of the
Valley Baptist Church.
late Wilber Roberts and Mary J. Key Roberts.
Preceding her in death were one daughter, Judith Ann West. one
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs.
Phyllis Lusk, Murray, and Mrs. Betty Jean son, Willie Wilson West. one brother, Charlie Hardison, and her parSmith
Jacobs, Hickson, Tenn.: 20 grandchildren, ents, Hastin Hardison and Pearl McGregor Hardison.
Survivors include her husband, Willie (Bill) West; two sisters.
including Paulette Kellerher, Ringold, Ga., Mickey Sanchez,
Tequesta, Ha., Richard Sanchez, 99.1f Port, Miss., Steven Sanchez, Mrs. lma Nell Henson and Mrs. Ida Kathrine West, both of Benton;
New Concord, Billy Martiri Lake Work, Ha.. Jeanne Suggs, two brothers, Joe Hardison, Sedalia, and Billy Ray Hardison,
Nakina, N.C., Judy Saggione;Hickson,Tenn.. Janice Sands, Port St. Benton; three grandchildren, Mitzie West Willie and Steve West,
Lucie, Ha., and Valerie Dowdy, Scott li:Usk and Tami Winchester, all both of Benton, and Tim West, Gilbertsville; two great-grandchildren, Matthew Willie and Ricky Willie, both of Benton.
of Murray: 55 gre4t4rIndchildren; 20 great-great-gran hildren.
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Man dies after police hit'him with Taier three times
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Officials were trying to determine whether a Taser caused the
death of a Louisville man
Tuesday.
' Larry Notes, 52, was stunned
three times after failing to cooperate with officers. He fell
tinconscious after the last shock,
and was later pronounced dead
at Jewish Hospital.
No cause of death had been
ljetermined, and the autopsy is
study,"
further
!`pending
County
lefferson
Deputy
Coroner Gayle Norris said.
It is the first time since
Louisville police began using
Tasers two years ago that someone died after the weapon was
used on him.
Neighbors in south Louisville
called police around 1 a.m. EDT
Tuesday. complaining that
Noles was behaving erratically.
When officers arrived. Notes
was naked, became combative
and refused to leave, police
spokesman Dwight Mitchell
said.
"He was a nude man, acting
irate in an intersection," Police
Chief Robert White said
Tuesday. "That's not normal
behavior."
White said the two officers
tried to talk to Notes, with the

intent of bringing him to a hos- after being struck by Tasers posed to be an alternative to
deadly force."
since June 2001
pital for psychiatric evaluation.
Manufacturers and lawBeth Wilson, executive direcMichael
officer
Police
officials say the
enforcement
Civil
American
the
Campbell, a 10-year veteran, tor of
initially shot two darts carrying Liberties Union of Kentucky. weapons are a safer option than
50,000 volts through 25-foot said now is the time for the bullet-firing weapons.
Taser International Inc., a
wires, striking Notes in the police department to stop using
the weapons until their use and Scottsdale. Ariz.-based compachest, White said.
When Notes started moving the dangers can be fully evaluat- ny, began marketing its stun
guns in 1998 as an alternative
toward Campbell and officer ed.
"Tasers are sometimes being way for police to subdue comMatthew Metzler, a five-year
veteran, Noles was then "dry used as a high-tech caddle bative people. The stun guns
stunned," with Campbell putting prod," Wilson said. "It's sup- deliver 50,000 volts through two
the weapon directly on his neck
and the back of his right shoulder, White said.
After the third shock, Notes
became unresponsive and was
taken to Jewish Hospital, where
he was pronounced dead, White
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
said.
Available Anywhere In City or County
White said it appeared that
officers followed correct proceQl 01 f
dure, but a full investigation was
under way.
The death renewed calls from
critics for stricter limits on
Tasers, which stun a person
using electrical current.
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Critics argue that not enough
is known about the Taser and
cite deaths caused by the
device's surge of voltage.
Amnesty
According, to
International, more than 150
people nationwide have died
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activists complained about a
string of fatal shootings by
police.
White said there have been
instances in the last two years
when people have died after
being hit with a Taser. but Tasers
didn't appear to have caused any
of the deaths.
"I don't know what contributed to Mr. Notes' death,"
White said. "If the Taser was the
cause of his death, we'll have to
evaluate where we are."
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DOWNTOWN WAREHOUSE.Over 55,000 sq. ft. of storage building that are connected and well-maintained. Loading docks
access, two buildings with H/ Air and sprinkler systems. Located
on a 11/2 acre block with road access all four sides. Can be used
for storage, industrial, or commercial purposes.
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darts connected to 25-foot wires.
An electric current shocks the
person, over-stimulating the
nervous system and causing
muscles to -lock up.
Taser now dominates the stun
gun market, with more than
9,100 law enforcement agencies
using its product. _
The research arm of the
Justice Department is studying
the use of stun guns.
Louisville police began using
Tasers in 2004, after civil-rights
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Ice Cream Festival planned
Friday and Saturday at park

Need Line
needs items
to fill baskets
Need Line of Murray and
Calloway County has issued a
list of items needed to fill the
sacks for the clients at the
office at 638 S. Fourth St.,
Murray.
These include self-rising
corn meal, self-rising flour, vegetable oil or shortening, salmon,
sauerkraut, canned chicken,
dried pinto or northern beans
and spinach for pantry; eggs
and fresh vegetables for
cooler/freezer: dish liquid,
deodorant for men and women,
shampoo and bath tissue for
personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies.
These may be taken to the
Need Line office between the
hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. For
information call 753-NEED.

WATCH
needs cans

.........

WATCH Center at 702 Main
St.. Murray. needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. Peggy Williams,
director, said "these may be
taken to the center during regular hours; or persons may drive
through the driveway on the
WeSt side of the center and
.,.....place•them in the cottod_wagon
there anytime day or night: or
may be donated at Make A
Difference Day."

The eighth annual Ice Cream Festival
will be Friday and Saturday at Chestnut
Park. WRY() 93.3, WDDJ Electric 96.9,
WQQR the Double Q and WILLIE 102
have teamed with the Murray-Calloway
County Park to host this event.
Festival will begin Friday with rides and
inflatables. Purity Dairies will offer free
ice cream from 1 to 5 p.m. Saturday. This
year's new attractions include a visit from
Squarepants and the CMT truck.
Spongebob
Jo's
homemade ice cream contest will
Datebook be The
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Cash
By Jo Burkeen
prizes will be awarded to the top three
Community
ice creams judged on taste, texture and
Editor
appearance. For applications call the Parks
office at 762-0325 or visit www.wkyq.com.

Friday
Glory Bound Entertainment
Ministry will be

Photo provided
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY: Plictured at a recent meeting of the Calloway County
Genealogical Society were from left, standing: Ruth Cole, vice president, Barbara
Smotherman, chair nomination committee, Frances Spillman and Joette Shields, members,
seated, Dixie Hopkins, member, and Susan O'Neill. treasurer, and not picrtured, Barbara
Moore, president. The society will meet Saturday at 11 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public
Library with the program to include plans for the society's participation at the Scottish
Highland Games Sept. 16 in Murray's Central Park.

Murray Woman's Club will
sponsor Heritage Ball fundraiser
The Murray Woman's Club, itage for women who loved their
and wanted to serve
in celebration of Sthareasis..aild.
„.
..•,..community
..
„
going strong. will host the Her- it through the lastipg gift."
Located at 704 Vine St.. in
, on Saturitage Ball ftikarlige,r
day, Nov. 18: NA, from 7 to Murray, the house was built
II p.m. at Murray State Uni- in 1939-40.
Proceeds from the Heritage
versity Curris Center.
Music for dancing will be Ball will fund much-needed renby the group, Grumpy Old ovations for this historical landmark.
Men.
Tickets may be purchased
-111WC.'s
Quoted from the
yearbook is "the house is not at $40 per person from club
only a beautiful structure of members or by calling 809-2234
mortar and stone, but a her- or e-mail at kay.hays@mur-

raystate.edu.
If persons can't dance, classes have been arranged with
Charles (Boogie) Thurman at
the Murray Woman's Club
house on Fridays from 6 to 7
p.m. on Sept. 15, 22, 29 and
Oct. 6 and 13. These are $55
per person and singles are welcome. To enroll call Sara Fineman at 753-6529 or e-mail at
sara@stepky.com.
Space is limited for dance
classes and the ball.

ALS Educational Symposium on Thursday

With the hint of fall in the air
you know change is just around
the corner.
This season fashion takes it's
cue front global influences, with
intricate designs and beautiful
embroidery with textures and
patterns that are sure to please
everyone.
Seed, wood and stone beads
embellished on fabulous tops
and jackets are beautiful this
season.
Soft sensuous fabrics with
flowing feminine lines are flattering and comfortable.
Gauchos are being seen everywhere by women of all ages.
Short jackets paired with them
is a very cute look. They can be
worn with boots or a shoe with a
chunky heel.
With so much jewelry in the
store you II find just the right
look to complete your outfit.
The gorgeous folklonc earring
has taken Hollywood by storm.
including Ophra Winfrey and
the Desperate Housewives stars.
We have them in gold and silver.
Poetry in motion — the essential white shirt redefined with
artistic details is a must for fall.
We have camisoles in all colors
to layer with all the great fall
tops and jackets.
New Cathenne Stewart, Belle
Pointe, Think Tank and Nic and
Zoe as well as Bentley A. have
arrived.
Joseph Ribkoff has some fabulous tops that fit like a dream
thanks to elasticized ruching on
both sides that hugs you in all
the right places to create a slimming effect.
Congratulations to Janice
Thomasson who won the door
prize last Friday.
Quote of the Week "Daily
existence is a strange bargain.
Life's only true happiness
comes from squandering ourseises for a purpose." William
Cowper.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun
& Fashion report ...
PS We se just received our
lucky Brand Handbags. They
are really. good looking. We also
base gotten in belts from Lucky
Brand as well, they look great
ith the jeans. We're all loving
the fit of Lucky Come in and try
s.)mc
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The Social Work, Criminal
Justice & Gerontology Department along with the Marvin
Mills Multicultral Center and
other departments on Murray
State campus are sponsoring
an ALS Educational Symposium on Thursday.
The event will take place
at the Freed Curd Auditotium

in the Collins Center for Industry & Technology Building from
6 to 8 p.m.
Speakers will include a Paducah Neurologist; Chris and
Mary, an ALS Patient and his
wife, James Strader, an ALS
State Board member as well
as a brother of an ALS patient
who is deceased.

service
Division

computer tune-up

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad luncheon on Thursday at noon at the club house.
Todd Powell, county extension farm agent, will speak about
"Bulbs-When, how to plant, how to safeguard." Presentation of
the annual Murray State University scholarship by the department will be held. Hostesses will be Jan Ochoa, Peggy Nieschlag.
Carol Wimberly, Margaret Taylor and Jane Cathey.

Shrine Club to meet Thursday
Murray She-inc Club and Ladies of the Nile will resume
their monthly meeting on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. Hwy. 121 North. A meal will be served. All
members are encouraged to attend.

Open Singing will be held Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church. The public is invited. For
information call Timothy R. Palmer, pastor, at 489-2371.

Extension board will meet
Calloway County Extension District will have a special
meeting on Friday at 1 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension Service meeting room. All members are urged to attend.

Dexter Clothes Closet open Thursday
The Clothes Closet will be open on the first and third
Thursdays from 8 a.m. to noon at Dexter Baptist Church. For
information call Linda Young, coordinator, at 437-4890.

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Mason Chas L nn

Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

MHS girls soccer team plans event
Murray High School girls soccer team will have a rebate
day at Sirloin Stockade today. Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for Lady Tigers.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer Osteo heel scans and blood pressure and pulse checks
today from 12:45 to 3 p.m. at Subway in Puryear. Tenn.

Prep class for ACT math planned
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Now at Hair Studio!

Calloway County Adult and Family Education Center will
offer a free ACT math class which will meet Monday and
Wednesday from 10:30 a.m. to noon at the Career Discovery
Center at 1405 N. 12th St., Murray. These free classes will
begin Sept. 11 and go through Oct. 18. Persons are asked to
call 759-5525 to set up a time to register for the class. There
is some paperwork and an assessment which must be completed before the first class session.

SCB Camp needs help about marker

Call 753.3688 and ask for JC today for all your
hair & nail needs!
. .41
IF
,
PA
I

The local chapter of Sons of Confederates has received a
gravestone for the grave of George Daniel Parker buried at
Elm Grove Cemetery. He fought in the Civil War. The chapter needs to talk with any family member or descendant of
Mr. Parker to receive if they want the marker. Anyone with
information call Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

Pinochle class scheduled

JESSICA CHANDLER

isirommuns-ma:AO

Garden Department will meet

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah, for a combined luncheon and meeting.

Subscribe
Today!

Free
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Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Purchase Retirees will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Homer Patton of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Anyla Maree Patton,
born on Friday. Aug. 18. 2006. at 9:48 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 2 ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former
Jessica Vinson. Two sisters are Amyia and Ajayla.
Grandparents are Cheryl Vinson of South Fulton. Tenn.. Jessie Vinson of Union City. Tenn..
Marshall and Russlyn Atkins of South Fulton and Homer and Kim Chandler of Martin, Tenn.
A great-grandmother is Betty Mays of South Fulton.

Nam Annumm..saar .140,2;

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Anyla Maree Patton

753-6701111

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or need a ride call 753-1834.

Thursday TOPS Club will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy Linn of Moline, III., are the parents
of a son, Mason Chas Linn, born on Tuesday, Aug. 15, 2006,
at 12:29 p.m. at a hospital in Moline.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 6 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Jennifer Burkeen. A sister is
Eva Marchese Linn, 2.
Grandparents are Dennis and Rhonda Burkeen of Aurora,
Gail and Keith Knight of Murray and Mike and Joni Linn of
Silvis, III.
Great-grandparents are J.B. and Jo Burkeen of Murray, Jerry
and Dana Lovett of Aurora. Mary Rose Blondell of Rock
Island, Ill., David and Patty Linn of Silvis, Ill.. Peggy Knight
of Murray, the late Charles Blondell of Rock Island, and the
late Jean Norsworthy and Ernie Sheridan of Murray.
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Reformers Unanimous to meet Friday
program

Open Singing at Coldwater

The event will cover what
ALS is and what you can do
for help to raise money for
the Walk to D'Feet ALS on
Sept. 30.
For more information, contact Christina Morgan @ 2936286 or cma1s2006@yahoo.com

2anouncerr2en/
Mason Chas Linn

wts
Home

FnGlory Bound Christian Entertainment
Unitday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen
ed Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Grandpa's Legacy and Sugar Creek Trio. The public
is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

•

753-3688
%war imesprims.

A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60 and older will be
offered at Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar
St.. Murray. with Martha Butterworth as teacher. Classes will
he held each Wednesday through September from 9 to 11 a.m.
in the education room. Class size is limited. For more information or to sign-up, call the center at 753-0929.
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Carroll and Lencki
Patricia and Charles Carroll of Cadiz announce the engagement of their daughter, Blair Heflin Carroll, to Russell Todd
Lencki, son of Al and Sheila Lencki of Murray.
Miss Carroll is the granddaughter of Mrs. Rosemarie Heflin
of Hope Mills, N.C.
Mr. Lencki is the grandson of Mrs. Edith Nedrow of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 2004 graduate of Murray State University and is employed by Kroger Manufacturing and Winchester Farms Dairy.
The groom-elect is a 2000 graduate of Diver's Academy of
•the Eastern Seaboard and is employed by Annis & Avery
;Remodeling.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 16, 2006. at 5 p.m. at
•the home of the bride-elect's parents at Cadiz.

Morton and Cary

Rev. and Mrs. Beasley in 1951

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Morton of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kala
Morton, to Blake Cary, son of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Cary of
Benton.
Miss Morton is the granddaughter of Paul and Charlotte
Wilson and Mickie Morton and the late Margaret Morton,-all
of Murray.
Mr. Cary is the grandson of Cecil Duncan and the late
Mary Duncan and Hedley and Myrlin Thweat and the late
Leonard Cary, all of Benton.
The bride-elect, a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High
School, is currently attending Bethel College, McKenzie, Tenn.
She is employed by the Marshall County School District.
The groom-elect, a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High
School, is a 2006 graduate of Bethel College, McKenzie, Term.
He is employed as a middle school teacher for the Marshall
County School District.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 23, 2006, at 6:30 p.m
at First Baptist Church, Benton.

Rev. and Mrs. Beasley in 2006

Kmit and Thomas
Diane and Larry Kmit of Alexandria announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Amanda Lynn
Kmit, to Chesley D. Thomas, son of Holly Thomas-Bray and
Barry and Teresa Thomas of Murray.
The bride-elect resides in Alexandria. The groom-elect resides
"in the couple's new home in Covington.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 23, 2006, in Murray.

Travis and Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. David Travis of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kelley Suzanne
Travis, to James Allen Sullivan Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Allen Sullivan of Birmingham, Ala.
Miss Travis is the granddaughter of Mrs. Leone Parker
Travis of Murray and Mrs. Sue Carmack and the late Grady
Samuel Carniack of Benton.
Mr. Sullivan is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ira
0. Sullivan of Selma, Ala., and Mr. and Mrs. W. Frank Fenn
Jr. of Birmingham. Ala.
The bride-elect, a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a 2002 graduate of Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky. She graduated from Cumberland School of Law at
Samford University, Birmingham. in 2006.
The groom-elect, a 1997 graduate of Hoover High School,
Birmingham, is a 2001 graduate of Auburn University. He is
a 2005 graduate of Cumberland School of Law at Samford
University. Birmingham. and a 2006 graduate of the Graduate
Tax Program at Levin College of Law at the University of
Florida. Gainesville. where he received an L.L.M in taxation.
He is currently employed by the law firm of Meadows, Owens.
Collier, Reed. Cousins and Blau. L.L.P., Dallas, Texas.
The wedding will be Saturday. Nov. 25, 2006, at 5 p.m. at
First Baptist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Rev. and Mrs. Willard G. Beasley of the Olive community
in Marshall County celebrated their 55th wedding anniversary
on Friday. Sept. I. 2006.
The couple was married Sept. I. 1951, in Corinth. Miss..
by a justice of the peace. Their attendants were Joetta and
Dale Goode, sister and brother-in-law of the groom.
Mrs. Beasley, the former Carolyn McClure of Paducah, is
the daughter of the late Guy and Vera McClure of Paducah.
She is retired from the Department of Forestry at Golden Pond.
Rev. Beasley is still actively pastoring Trinity Full Gospel
Church on the Olive Creek Road in Olive. He is the son of
the late Levi and Madell Beasley of the Sharpe conununity.
They are the parents of Kathy Lee of Aurora, Henry Beasley
of Fairdealing. Jonathan Beasley of Dexter and Arthur Beasley
of Pilot Oak. all in Kentucky, and two deceased daughters.
Lesa Lynn Beasley and Glenna Gail Beasley.
They have eight grandchildren. three great-grandchildren and
two great grandchildren expected in early 2007.
The couple requests that persons not send gifts. but only
prayers for Mrs. Beasley's ongoing battle with cancer.
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murra
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

Including the Treatment of
Hearing Loss and Tinnitus
No Referrals Required
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Mr. and Mrs. Brian Lillie and Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Hall of
4
.Paducah announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Melissa Dawn Lillie. to Andrew (Buzz) Paul,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Paul of Murray.
▪
The bnde-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State Univer.sity and is employed by the Graves County School Board.
The groom-elect is employed by the Murray Electric Sys- •
•
tem.
, The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 30, 2006. at 6 p.m. at
,Twelve Oaks Baptist Church. Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Call toll-free to participate!
1-877-753-5551

Or visit the website to get a number and details.
www kyweerurts com
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Murray'sSource For The!lost,
Llp-To-Date HomeFashions
Drapery • Specialty Rods • Custom Bedding
Upholstery • Design ServiceVail911
• New Fall Fabric Books

Located at Murray State University's
Regional Special Events Center (RSEC)
Enter at entrance B located off 121 N.
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MSU grad on AudioFile Magazine
As a volunteer for radio staAudiobook reviews by Murray native Susan Dunman, a tion WKMS, located on the
1976 and 1988 graduate of campus of Murray State UniMurray State University, can versity, Dunman has experinow be heard online at ence in radio production through
producing and hosting the prowww.authofilemagazine.com
"Planet Waves" for sevgram
librariregional
Duman, a
an with the Kentucky Depart- eral years. Her husband Jeff,
ment for Libraries and Archives a 1976 MSU alumnus who is
and former MSU assistant pro- also a WKMS volunteer, curfessor of libraries, travels rently hosts and produces
throughout the region to col- "Rockin' Saturday Night" for
laborate with public libraries. the station.
Audiobooks have become
While she travels, Dunman listens to audiobooks — books increasingly popular in the past
recorded on tapes. CD's or five years through greater online
downloaded on mp3 players, availability. Dunmaii's process
then based on her extensive of creating an audiobook review
knowledge of libraries and read- takes several hours of listeners, she evaluates whether or ing, commenting and scripting,
not they will appeal to listen- followed by voicing her script
and incorporating sound segers.
ments to be used in her broad• •
• • •

Our Registered
• Bridal Couples: "
Leanne Smith
& Adam Scott
Tanya Nichols
& John Geurin

•
•

•
•
.

Haley Lynn
de Andrew Vincent
Jessica Watson
& Darren Crutcher

•
•

Nellie Lewis
& Andy Roy
Mae Flint
& Todd Goselin
Jessica Huscusson
& Toby Kimbro
•

•

•

Julie Bartlett
& James Hammack III

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Keisha Darnell
& Jeff Kinsley

•

Lindsay McNutt
& Edwin Orange
Kacee Stonecipher
& Landon Barrow

Bridal Registry ee giftl

•
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Coast Guard Flotilla will
offer boating course
Local Coast Guard Flotilla ents watercraft are encouraged
8-11 (Kuttawa, KY) is offer- to sign up, in addition to adults
ing the Coast Guard's popu- who are new to boating or
lar Boating Skills & Seaman- who have never taken a detailed
ship course to the public in boating safety course. Those
who use jet-skis are also encourSeptember.
to take this course.
aged
8
from
meet
will
class
The
This course is far more ina.m.t to 4 p.m. at the Lyon
County Library in Eddyville. depth than just being told to
on each of the following Sat- wear a life preserver and carry
Learn
urdays: Sept. 16, Sept. 23, oars on your boat!
and Sept. 30. The cost for what those buoys and navigathe entire course will be $30 tional markers mean, how to
and covers all materials, which find them during day or night,
class members get to keep. how to tell where you are on
The class is open to anyone the water, and what dangers
might lie just ahead. Learn
in the 4-state region.
Class size is limited . To which boat (and what type)
register. call Al Romero at :has right-of-way, jet-ski safe(270) 388-0255 or Darrell ty' and more. I:rarning how
Gammon (270) 365-1358 for to boat safely at can help you
avoid becoming an accident
information on registration.
Teenagers who have their statistic!
own boats or use their par-

Murray State University's Epsilon Tau Chapter of the Sigma Chi fraternity was awarded the
Peterson Significant Chapter Award and the James F. Bash Significant Improvement Award for
accomplishments during the 2005-06 term. The Peterson award is the highest honor that a
chapter can receive. Pictured from left are: Keith Krach, 64th grand consul; Tillen Perry, pro
consul; Ryan Gassaway, consul; D.J. Story, kustos; and Evan Miller, questor.

MSU Sigma Chi chapter receives award

Murray State University's
Epsilon Tau Chapter of the
Sigma Chi fraternity has
received the highest honors a
chapter can receive for the
2005-2006 term. The fraternity received the Peterson Significant Chapter Award and the
James F. Bash Significant
Improvement Award. It is the
first time since the 1991-1992
school year that the Murray
chapter has received the Peterson award.
The Peterson Significant
Chapter Award is sponsored
annually by the Sigma Chi foundation and is the highest honor
that can be awarded to an
undergraduate chapter. Named
for the 38th Grand Consul J.
Dwight Peterson, the award
recognizes excellent performance by chapters in all major
areas of the operations and
programs of the fraternity. It
has become a symbol of dedication, idealism and achievement for Sigma Chi chapters
Instrumental.
2nd
Festival
Country
Aurora
internationally. Of the 170
Cash awards go to 1st, 2nd, Sigma Chi chapters that applied
annual Talent Contest will be
held at St. Henry's Parish Hall and 3rd place winners in each for the award during the 2005in Aurora Fri. Oct. 6th at category.
06 school year, only 31 qualSeating begins at 6:00 p.m. ified.
6:30p.m.
For information contact Ron
Participants may enter in
The Peterson Award evaluone or more of four categories: Lynch at (270) 354-8566
ates chapters based on recruitBeginner, Junior, Adult and
ment methods and success, the

Aurora County
Festival Talent contest

Amber y Pas\ a
& Matt Houser

University Square • 12th St.
12701 759.2100
Siond•y-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

cast. For Susan's convenience,
Jeff has turned the basement
of their home into a studio.
AudioFile magazine publisher Robin Whitten says that
Dunman "has a wonderful sense
of what sounds good, what is
going to appeal to listeners."
Whitten says for years she has
been in search of reviews that
gave particular attention to
sound performances.
The Dunmans traveled to
Portland, Maine, this summer
to meet with Whitten and discuss plans for Susan's book
reviews. Her reviews are also
available by subscribing to the
Audiopolis podcast on iTunes,
and soon her reviews will be
broadcasted via the XM Satellite Radio program, "This is
Audible."

•

Did you hear?
)))

pledge program in its ability
to teach the ideals of Sigma
Chi, scholarship, alumni relations, risk management, campus leadership and community
involvement, accountability and
philanthropic service, as well
as other areas of the fraternity.
Former chapter advisor Rob
Binford commented on the
chapter's receipt of the award
by saying, "I believe that there
were a multitude of reasons
why we received the Peterson
this year. There were many
years prior where we came
close, but it wasn't until we
changed the way Sigma Chi
viewed itself that we truly rose
to the occasion."
Late in the Spring 2005
semester, the alumni in Murray formed the Sigma Chi
Alumni Advisory Board. The
board is composed of seven
local alumni that focused on
giving day-to-day support to
every operation in the chapter.
"We are advisors and mentors,
which help to allow the officers to spread their wings a
bit without making the same
mistakes all officers and chairmen make when first taking
on the responsibility of leadership. There is wisdom in experience, and we try to make
that available to them," Binford said.
The Sigma Chi chapter at
Murray State also received the
James F. Bash Significant
Improvement Award. The late
49th Grand Consul James F.
Bash and his wife, Connie,
fund the award, which is given
to chapters that have demonstrated major improvement in

A Great Company
And A Great Agent
At The Same Place!
Are You In Good Hands?

David Ramey Allstate
(
14116 N.
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Dr. Phillip Klapper, of Murray, Kentucky, announces that
Beverly Lewis, Audiologist hasjoined our staff

We offer professional diagnosis
and treatment of
Hearing Loss & Tinnitus
Call for an appointment
Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

STAFF
Audiologist
Beverly Lewis
RN & Hearing Instrument Specialist
Patricia Klapper
Phillip Klapper, MD Medical Director

Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

total chapter operations from
year to year. A gain of at least
25 percent on the Peterson Significant Chapter Award application from one year to the
next is defined as significant
improvement.
Throughout the past 18
months, the Epsilon Tau chapter has begun placing a larger emphasis on the value of
academics and campus leadership, which they credit as the'
reason they have the highest '
average fraternity grade point
average for active members in
the fall 2005 semester, and
second overall in the spring
2006 semester.
During the year for which
they received the award. Sigma
Chi's officers included Eric
Geissler, Consul, who graduated in May 2006 and has
since moved to Memphis to
begin his career; Ryan Gassaway, Pro Consul, who is still
enrolled at Murray State and
has since been elected Consul
for the 2006-2007 term; and
Rick Stott, Peterson Award
Chairman, who is currently still
enrolled at Murray State.
4We, Sigma Chi as an international fraternity.fraternity, are commit:
ted to reshaping what it means
to be Greek, and it is our
intent to become the preemi
nent academic and leadership
organization on every campus:
It is our belief that being
Sigma Chi means that people
expect more of you than they
do of other Greek and nonGreek men, and it is our intention, at Murray State, to live
up to that expectation," Binford concluded.
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Newest Residents
Maydell Lee

Joann Edmonds

Spelling Bee Winners
1st Place - Lennis Wyatt
2nd Place - Wayne Williams
3rd Place - Larue Orr

Good Thoughts
Live so that you wouldn't be ashamed to sell
the family parrot to the town gossip.
-Will Rogers
Live a good honorable life. Then when you get
older and think back, you'll be able to enjoy it a
second time.
-Dalai Lama
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•Strieter
From Front
During that ume, the board went
through a hiring process and
dealt with other high-profile
issues, like responding to an
offensive cartoon in The Murray
State News and hiring a second
interim president.
In attendance at Tuesday's

meeting,
Senate
Faculty
Winchester offered Stricter
"thank you" for sharing his
knowledge.
"Since my . election last
March, one of the most difficult
things I've had to do is sit on the
sidelines while the board made
some major decisions. And there
was absolutely nothing I could
do," Winchester said. Stricter

was "one of the only ones who
was open with me and would
give me what little intomiation
be could share with me"
Winchester replaces Lori
Dial, who represented the start
on the board for nine years.
"Hopefully I will be half the
staff regent as he's been a faculty regent in the last few years."
Winchester said or Stricter.

"Anything that will ever be done
in rolling trains north of where
we are now would be under federal guidelines or to the standards necessary to do such."
Manning also pointed out
that railroads are federally-pro-

tected private property and anyone caught vandalizing or misusing the property could be
prosecuted under federal law.
-To endanger the rail property in
any way is a pretty serious
offense," he said.

IN Rail ...
From Front

AP

ROW HOG: Charlie Stuecker, co-owner of C&J Stuecker Farms, keeps a hand on the
steering wheel of his combine as the he harvests eight rows of corn, per pass, in a field
west of Sonora, Ky.. Tuesday.

and we plan to probably do that
again before winter sets in and
in the spring we'll go back and
re-spray everything."
The EDC is also seeking
grants to take the work even further north and south along the
track in Calloway County and
up into Marshall County.
"Probably in the spring, if we
are successful in getting some
funding from the Delta Regional
Authority, which I think we
have a pretty good shot at, we'll
do some more improvements
north to the industrial park," he
said. -The other sections, from
there to Hardin, it probably
wouldn't make a lot of sense to
spend money on the track unless
we have a client."
Some complaints have been
reported concerning the safety
and degraded appearance along
a 7-mile section of the railroad
that runs from Webasto in
Murray north to a railway station in Hardin.
"Let me assure the public that
we would never operate a train
on a piece of track until it had
been completely rehabbed to
federal standards," Manning
said. "We are not going to take
any kind of risk with the public
interest."
Ronnie Gibson, chairman of
the EDC, echoed Manning's
comments and added that should
the tracks ever be used it will be
done with the public interest in
mind.
"We have no plans Whatsoever of operating anything at the
current time," Gibson said.

Photos provided

UP FOR ADOPTION: Snap, a
5-week-old male Tuxedo, left,
and other 5-week-old kittens,
above, are available at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Animal Shelter

What would Jesus do about people joking at others'expenses?
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
Question: I work with a
guy that seems to enjoy making fun of others, especially
those who may be handicapped or have problems. I
admit that sometimes it
sounds funny, but it really is
so hurtful. What would Jesus
do about this?
Answer: Years ago I was
given a joke book with a chapter entitled, "Cold Cuts." You
can imagine the kind of things
found in it. But all you can do
is imagine. I'm not going to
repeat them. While we all need
to have a good sense of humor,
we also need to be selective in
our humor.
For example, people with the
morals of a barnyard animal
can come up with jokes and
cuts that a Christian should not
touch with a 1,000 foot pole. In
fact, a popular game among
some people involves cutting
down the other fellow better
than and before he cuts you. To
some people this game is
thought to be funny and witty.
Another favorite "sport" is
ethnic, handicapped, and retarded jokes. Is it really true that
the only way some people can
feel good about themselves is to
cut others down and trample on
them with words?
Jesus said: "For out of the

overflow of the heart the mouth
speaks. The good man brings
good things out of the good
stored up in him, and the evil
man brings evil things out of
the evil stored up in him. But I
tell you that men will have to
give account on the day of
judgment for every careless
word they have spoken. For by
your words you will be acquitted, and by your words you will
be condemned"(Matthew
12:34-37 NIV). The wise man
of Proverbs said,"He who
mocks the poor shows contempt
for their Maker; whoever gloats
over disaster will not go unpunished"(Proverbs 17:5. cf.
Ecclesiastes 10:12; Proverbs
10:10; 18:2).
Therefore, we need to develop a sincere respect for our fellow human beings. What may
be funny to one person may
wound another. How do those
cuts really make a friend feel
when that's what she hears
every time we meet? She may
laugh on the outside, but what
happens inside? Maybe some
people are too sensitive, but
maybe some of us are too callused.
Every person we meet is carrying some kind of burden. The
sense of humor we reflect
should help to make life easier,

Never join in this kind of banter. Model a kind and respectful spint before all. Do not
laugh along with others at this
sort of humor. You may be able
to show your disapproval by
walking away when you hear
this kind of talk.
When the opportunity presents itself, demonstrate a good
sense of humor that respects
others and is consistent with the
Spirit of Jesus. Finally, pray
for your fellow-worker. Pray
that he will come to see how
foolish he is behaving.
God bless you for caring.
Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchrist.org
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...But don't quit.
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well
worth it in the end.
It IS not success you are
after in such times
but survival.

Be survivors.
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not more difficult. In the Spirit
of Jesus we need to be sincerely
interested in the highest good of
others and reflect a joyful and
encouraging attitude with love
for even the weakest person.
Now, what can you do about
this particular person you work
with? The wise man of
Proverbs actually gives a caution about trying to correct
some people: "Whoever corrects a mocker invites insult;
whoever rebukes a wicked man
incurs abuse. Do not rebuke a
mocker or he will hate you;
rebuke a wise man and he will
love you. Instruct a wise man
and he will be wiser still; teach
a righteous man and he will add
to his learning"(Proverbs 9:7-9
NW).
When false charges and
accusations were brought
against Jesus just before he was
crucified, he chose to not
respond. It may be that the guy
with whom you work is suffering from a low self-esteem himself, and this is his way of trying to level the playing field.
Whether you try to talk with
this person depends on whether
you judge him a fool or one
that may be open to kindly correction. However, be careful.
I believe Jesus would recommend something like this:
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Medical

Center

is

pleased

to

introduce

practice for the evaluation and
treatment of arthritis, inflammatory and autoimmune disease, musculoskeletal
pain and osteoporosis.
After serving our nation in the U.S. Air Force, Dr. David True will now
serve residents of Western Kentucky, Southern Illinois and Northwest
Tennessee, Dr. True is Board Certified in Internal Medicine and Rheumatology.
Purchase Rheumatology is centrally located at Jackson Purchase Medical
Center in Mayfield to conveniently serve our neighbors within the Jackson
Purchase Region.
Ask your personal physician for a referral consultation. Appointments may
be made at Purchase Rheumatology b calling 270-251-4545.
Rheumatology, a new state-of-the-art specialty

FREE COLLEGE
INFORMATION NIGHT
For adults beginning or returning to college to earn an undergraduate degree

Thursday, Sept. 14 • MSU Curris Center
Mississippi Room '3rd Floor
SESSION 1 • Admission procedures arid requirements; 6 - 7 p.m.
SESSION 2 • Filing for financial aid; 7:15 - 8:15 p.m.
Attend one or both sessions
Course selection and class scheduling ore not part of this program

e

ntinuingEducation

Reservations required
by Sept. 13.
Call 1-800-669-7654
or 270-809-2186.

&Academic

Outreach

Purchase Rheumatology
Arthritis & Osteoporosis Clinic
Ii

Kentucky's
Public Ivy Unhiors

http://ceso.murraystate.edu
Equal education and employment opportunities WO

Purchase

Jackson Purchase Medical Offices
1029 Medical Center Circle, Suite 401
Mayfield, Kentucky
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NASA postpones Atlantis launch, discovers fuel cell problem
By MIKE SCHNEIDER
Associated Press Wnter
CAPE CANAVERAL (AP)
— NASA postponed the launch
of space shuttle Atlantis by at
least another day after discovering a problem with a fuel cell
early Wednesday.
The fueling of the external
tank had yet to start when one of
three cells that provide electricity to Atlantis gave an erratic
reading. The space agency
planned to further examine the
problem, and if possible try to
launch at 12:03 p.m. EDT
Thursday.
"The launch rules say you
need to have tttree good, operating fuel cells," said NASA
spokesman Bruce Buckingham.
"We're going to see if it's something that's a real problem or
whether it's something we can
rectify."
The problem was discovered
shortly before an overnight
meeting to decide whether to
start pumping the shuttle's fuel
tank with supercold liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen.
When the shuttle's fuel cells
were powered up, a low voltage
reading came from one of the
units, and the other two spiked
up to compensate.
Fuel cell problems have
forced launch delays before and
even ended missions early.
The second flight of space
shuttle Columbia in 1981 was
delayed because of a low pressure reading on an oxygen tank
that fueled a cell. Columbia's
five-day mission was then cut
short by almost three days when
the fuel cell failed.
In 1995, space shuttle
Endeavour's launch was delayed
eight days so workers could
remove and replace a bad fuel
cell that was registering higher
than allowable temperatures.
A 1997 flight of space shuttle
Columbia returned to Earth four
days after launch when a cell
failed in orbit. The fuel cell had
shown. some erratic readings
before the launch but the shuttle
was cleared to fly. It was only
the third time a shuttle mission
had ended early, but the mission
was rescheduled and Columbia
launched again a few months

later
The delay puts more pressure
on NASA to get Atlantis off the
ground this week or postpone a
daylight launch until most likely
late October. A Russian mission
to the space station is scheduled
later this month.
NASA had scheduled launch
for
attempts
Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The
weather forecast for all three
days put the chance of weather
prohibiting an attempt at 30 percent.
NASA almost didn't get a
chance at all this week because
of Tropical Storm Ernesto.
Workers started moving the
shuttle back to an assembly
building last week because of
the approaching storm, but
NASA
managers reversed
course and decided to leave the
spacecraft at the launch pad.
If the shuttle doesn't get into
space this week, NASA is considering relaxing a rule that
Atlantis be launched in daylight,
which would allow the space
agency to make another attempt
at the end of September or early
October. The daylight rule
allows NASA to get clear photos
during liftoff so engineers can
spot any problems with foam
falling from the external fuel
tank, as happened in the 2003
Columbia disaster. The extra
photos also would help with a
redesign of the external tank.
The shuttle's three power
cells are fueled by hydrogen and
oxygen stored in tanks. They not
only generate electrical power
for the shuttle but also drinking
water for crew members. Earlier
this week, technicians noticed a
slightly hazardous reading of
gaseous
oxygen,
but
Buckingham said the reading
appeared to be unrelated to the
fuel cell problem.
Atlantis, set for an 11-day
construction mission to the
international space station, will
deliver a 35,000-pound, $372
million addition to the half-built
space station. Three spacewalks
are planned to resume construction on the orbiting lab, the first
such work in 3 1/2 years after
Columbia disintegrated while
returning to Earth.

This mission is crucial to the
space station's continued expansion and must be done before the
final 14 shuttle flights.
Russians plan to launch a
Soyuz capsule on Sept. 18 ferrying two new station crew members and the space station's first
female tourist, Dallas-area
entrepreneur Anousheh Ansari.
Officials with both space agencies wanted to avoid the shuttle
and Soyuz meeting at the station, fearing a traffic jam.
AP
The Space Shuttle Atlantis is
reflected in a pond on pad
39B at the Kennedy Space
Center in Cape Canaveral,
Fla. Tuesday. The launch
planned for today was
scrubbed due to a faulty fuel
cell. NASA mission managers
will meet later in the day to
decide when to try and again
and launch Atlantis on their
11-day
mission to the
International Space Station.
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AP
This image provided by NOAA shows Tropical Storm Florence
collected at 6:15 a.m. EDT today. Florence had sustained
winds near 45 mph: just over the 39-mph threshold for a tropical storm. The minimum for a hurricane is 74 mph. At 5 a.m.,
the storm was centered 845 miles east of the Northern
Leeward Islands, or about 1,985 miles east-southeast of
Miami. and was moving west-northwest at about 13 mph.
Tropical storm force winds extended 145 miles from its center.

PANTECH C300
ONLY FROM CINGULAR

T.S. Florence could be
hurricane by weekend
MIAMI (API — Tropical Storm Florence formed far out in the
open Atlantic, but forecasters said today it was too soon to tell if the
sixth named storm of the hurricane season would reach the United
States.
Florence had sustained winds near 45 mph.just over the 39-mph
threshold for a tropical storm. The minimum for a hurncane is 74
mph.
It was not expected to become a hurncane Wednesday, forecaster lack Beven said.
"But several days down the road it could very well strengthen
into a hurricane," he said. "It's not any immediate threat to anywhere in the United States."
Earlier forecasts predicted the storm could become a minimal
hurricane by Friday morning.
At 5 a.m. EDT, the storm was centered 845 miles east of the
Northern Leeward Islands. or about 1,985 miles east-southeast of
Miami, and was moving west-northwest at about 13 mph.
Tropical storm force winds extended 145 miles from its center.
"Although Florence continues to get better organized, it remains
an unusually large Atlantic tropical storm, and large cyclones tend to
take longer to develop and intensify than smaller ones do." said hurncane specialist Stacy Stewart.
Florence follows on the heels of Tropical Storm Ernesto, which
formed Aug. 25 over the southern Caribbean and was briefly the season's first hurricane before weakening and hitting Florida and North
Carolina last week as a tropical storm.
At least nine deaths in the United States were blamed on Ernesto,
which also killed two people in Haiti, delayed the launch of the
space shuttle Atlantis and blacked out thousands of homes and businesses from North Carolina to New York state.
Florence developed in the peak of humcane season in warm
Atlantic waters, the source of energy for storm development this
time of year. Willis said
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE

LWOW
Nodes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO 06-CI-00187

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO 05-CI-00497

DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST
COMPANY AS TRUSTEE,

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC,

PLAINTIFF,

PLAINTIFF
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

VS NOTICE OF SALE

DANNY ROSE WILLIAMS,(in rem)

HAROLD T MILLS, JR., a/k/a
HAROLD T. MILLS,SHERRY ANN MILLS,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,et al.

RHONDA WILLIAMS in rem)
AMERICAN GENERAL FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.,
DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 24, 2006, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, September 11, 2006, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located ed
in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows,
Lot 1 in Block E in Section 2 of the Camelot Subdivision as shown by plat of
same which is recorded in Plat Book 2, at Page 20, in the office of the Clerk of
Calloway County.
The above-described lot is transferred and conveyed subject to all protective
covenants, restrictions, easements, reservations and all other exceptions and
covenants running with said land as stated in Deed Book 135, Page 113 in the
office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
Being the same property conveyed to Harold T. Mills, and wife, Sherry Ann
Mills , by deed from Charles Hurley, et us., dated July 8, 2005, of record in Book
602, Page 717. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold an a cash or credit basis of thirty (30
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty days, the purchaser shall deposit with the
Commissioner one-third of the purchase price, and execute bond with good and
sufficient surety for the remainder of the purchase price, same being due and
payable in two equal installments, with good and sufficient surety. bearing
interest at 121- per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET,INC.,
RONNIE EVITI'S AND DENISE EVITIS cl/b/a
EVITTS TRUCKING COMPANY, and
DEFENDANTS

COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY,

By virtue of an In Rem Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on July 11, 2006, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, September 11. 2006, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located ed in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 149 Whitlow
Lane. Almo, KY, and more particularly described as followsacre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray.
Kentucky on September 9, 1986, located on an unnamed gravel road approxi-

A 0.659

mately 7 miles North of the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, and
being more particularly described as follows,
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the
Northwest corner of the Phillip Rogers property, Deed Book 123, Page 300, said
point being a #4 re-bar set at a fence post 21.51 feet South of said gravel road
and 611.38 feet West of the centerline of Highway 1824;
thence, South 4 deg 20' 36" West 100.92 feet generally along a chain link fence
and with the said Rogers' Wert property line to a #4 re-bar set at a fence post,
the Southeast corner of the harem described tract of land;

This llth day of August. 2006.

thence, North 89 deg. 05' 01" West 285.00 feet generally along a fence and with
the henry Oglesby, Jr. North property line, Deed Book 110. Page 290, to a #4 m-

Respectfully submitted,

bar set at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;

MAX W. PARKER
thence, North 4 deg. 20' 36" East 10092 feet along the East side of said gravel
road to a #4 re-bar set at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of

Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

land,

020

060
thence, South 89 deg. 05 01" East 285.00 feet along the South side of said gra,
el

NOTICE
LLC
BRANDON AUTO WORLD,
hereby gives notice that James G. Hicks
and/or anyone associated with Somerset
Automotive Group and/or anyone associated with Karnes Motor Company and/or
anyone associated with the University
Motors Company no longer have authority to act on behalf of Brandon Auto
World and do not serve as their agents in
any capacity as of 7 p.m. on August 30,
2006. Notice is hereby given that
Brandon Auto World will not be liable on
any contract or other transaction
entered into by the aforementioned after
7 p.m. on August 30, 2006.

Notice
Business Service
'ATTENTION
HOMEOWNERS'
Display Homes wanted
for Vinyl SidingWindows- RoofsBaths. Guaranteed
Financing! No payments until March
2007. Starting

12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices. Jackson
Hewitt Tax Classes
begin
October-2nd. Call
866-554-1040 to
register or to inquire
about positions for
expenenced tax professionals.

$99.00/Mo.
800-251-0843
ACCEPTING bids for

washing
pressure
Calloway Garden &
Essex Downs Apts
753-8556

PHOTOGRAPHY
Lynn's Studio
Wedding- Senior
1intage and Fun Photos
Restorations

753-1001

Ildresid

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to nod,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Haire at the
Ledger I Times.

Call 753-1916

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for RN's and LPN's for
a full-time position.
Must be able to work
days, afternoons and
alternating weekends.
We offer an excellent
benefit package.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE No phone
calls please.
DRIVERS:
Independent
Contractors
$3K Sign-on w/Liquid
Bulk Exp.
Dedicated/System,
Excellent
Compensation Pkg,
Fuel Stabilized!
CDL-A, w/X End.
Trimac: 888-799-4374
Now Hiring housekeeping. Apply in person only. Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N.
Murra

road to the point of beginning.

This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and rights-ofways
Being the same property conveyed to Danny Rose Williams, a single person, by
deed from Fred Wilkerson, et us., dated February 12, 1998, in Book 276, Page
732, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The real estate described herein above and a 2000 Champion mobile home
Serial Number 21-00-203-05178AB, which is situated on said property. are indivisible and cannot be divided without materially impairing their value and same
shall be sold as a whole
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty days. the purchaser shall deposit with the
Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder of the purchase price, same being due
and payable bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid.
and fullysiue and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid by
the Commissioner
This llth day of August. 2006
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER

Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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BILLER/CODER
Full-time position available on the dayshift. CPC or
AMNIA certification preferred. Previous Medical
office experience is required. Qualified applicants
may complete an applIC81110n at the Department of
Employment Services in Mayfield. KY or fax a
.
resume to 270-251-4443

BIG Apple Cafe: bar
help needed. Apply in
person.
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for C N.A.'s and qualified applicants for nursing assistant training.
We offer an excellent
benefit package for fulltime employees.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton. KY 42025
EOEJAAE No phone
calls please
INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has openings for warp
house workers 8

laborers Call
270-395-0342

Wendy's is looking for expenenced Store
Managers and Assistant Managers in the
Murray. Paducah. Madisonville and
Hopkinsville Areas to join our team.
Candidates should exhibit strong people onented leadership skills, excellent communication skills, drive, determination and sound
decision making. As part our our dynamic
management team you will he provided with:
Aggressive Compensation
Competitive Medical, Dental and
Vision Coverage
401(k) Plan
Educational Assistance
Please fax all qualified resumes to:
(502) 245-1130
or email to Carla CO pattco.net
EEO Employer

Holp Wonted

CALLOWAY County
Propane, located at
3040 State Route 94
East in Murray, has an
immediate opening for
Office
Manager.
Applicants with a customer service background a plus. Duties
include taking gas
orders, making a daily
deposit and researching customer accounts
Please fax resume to
or
1-270-753-5949
bnng resume to office
for interview.
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
DRIVERS:
Take your assigned
truck home! Paid cell
phone, Pre-Pass. &
benefits. Weekly settlement. WTX Jackson, TN. Ron:
800-552-2314 ext. 205
FULL time telemarketer. No experience
needed, will train right
be
Must
person.
dependable. Hourly,
plus bonuses. Apply in
person at Signmasters,
8503 U.S. Hwy 68 E.
Benton (Fairdealing)
MYERS Lumber needs
an experienced, selfmotivated sales percabinet
son/kitchen
Computer
designer.
skills are required.
Knowledge of bluehelpful.
is
prints
Attention to detail and
excellent people skills
are essential. Will train.
Pay plus commission.
Send resume to or
apply in person at 500
S. 4th St.. Murray. Ask
for Donnie.
NURSES
full-time and PRN registered nurses needed
for adult in-patient psychiatric unit; also
needed Health Unit
Coordinators full-time
and PRN. Please
respond by fax
(270)444-2591 or by
calling (270)444-2365.
PADUCAH & Louisville
Railway has openings
for train conductors
and brakemen at our
Paducah. KY location.
Positions are on call
24r7. No experience
necessary. Must complete a training program. This position
requires excellent safety and attendance
record. Excellent pay
and benefit package.
Interested candidates
should fax resume to
270-444-4388.

September 10, 2006
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FINANCIAL
APPLICATION ANALYST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a

Financial Application Analyst for our
Information Systems Department. Position is
responsible for support of financial applications and assists in the implementation phases
of IS projects. Interested candidates must have an understanding of financial processes and procedures and
one to two years expenence in an IS environment. Technical or Associates degree preferred.
A working knowledge of printers and PC's is
required.
We provide an excellent benefit and sidat
package including health, vision, dental, and
retirement. Interested candidates should send a
resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal

Opportunity Employer

CLINICAL
APPLICATION ANALYST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Clinical Application Analyst for our
Information Systems Department. Position is
responsible for support of clinical applications
and assists in the implementation phases of IS
projects.
Interested candidates must have an understanding of clinical/medical processes and procedures sad one to two years experience in an IS
environment. Technical or Associates degree
preferred. A working knowledge of pnnters and
PC's is required.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental, and
retirement. Interested candidates should send a
resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

its Wanted

Ilalp Waded

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

VISA

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Attn: Human Resources Dept.
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
(Fax: 270-251-4443)
EOE M/V/F/D

Taking applications
for all positions. 1.1a
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th, Murra.
No phone calls.

PART time weekends,
nights at Breaktime
Billiards. Apply in person.

Ctildare
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
cleaning
HOUSE
Linda 759-9553
HOUSECLEANING
226-9471
KIDZTOWN Academy
accepting
now
is
Openings
infants!
available 6 weeks to
preschool! Call
761-5439 today!
Panda's
MANDA
Funcare has openings
in her home. Looking
for children of any age
Great at home setting
One of the cheapest
home daycares. Call
753-7031 or 293-5212

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

CL ASSIFIEDS

2B • 1Nednesd4. September 6, 2006

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Murray-Calloway County Hospital(14CCH)is a public, not-for-proht 360 Dell
(140 acute and 226 long term) hospital locatod in Murray, Kantucity

'All Size Units
Available
*Now Have

"Farr ac.c,,

Murray Ledger & Times

Is your trash being picked up
law
on its scheduled day?
It is it s s

98 Lincoln Tawnier
Like New. Light Blue
Grey Leather Seats
Garage Kept
40K miles
(270)759-8252
$6,900 Firm

Climate Control

161111-870RAGE

753-3853
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We offer a comprehensive
compensation and benefits package
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Houses For Rent

Rsal Edda

2 Bed FORCLOSURE,
Buy for only $8,710'
For listings Call
800-429-7008
Ext-S021
2, 3, & 4 bedroom
Lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR, IBA, 5 mM north
of Murray. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826

All Real Estate advertised in the newspape
s subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

Rentals
whtn
Piev•e .rfrfrte.
teoulnit wow,

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. M-F

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Open Mon-Fri, 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N, 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

753-8501
150
Articles
For Sale
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service, repairs
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
+rucks. tractors -and
metal boats. 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators. electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633

STRAW for sale, $2.25
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Cali Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193

TOP prices paid for
standing timber
270-345-2438
150
Articles
For Sale
hardwood
AGED
mulch. $10 per scoop
5 mi. N Murray. right on
Stewart Cemetery Dr
Look for sign Ph
227-4325/227-2590
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
COUCH & chair. $200
New Home sewing
machine in cabinet.
$40 Call 489-2544,
leave message
CVA 54 CAL Inline
Muzzleloader
W/4 Power Scope
New condition
$150-0130
270-205-5759,
270-354-6662
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system
Satellite
Amenca's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19 99/mo Get your
HBO.
of
choice
Cinemax. Starz, or
Shovetime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HO upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
FREE standing gas log
stove. $250
270-328-8840
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions
Plasma. LCD. DLP &
CRTs Brands by
Toshiba. Sony. LG.
Zenith & JVC We
also have a large
selection of entertain
ment centers & TV
carts Beasley TV
759-0901
OFFICE dealt. malMir
8 dryer, le cougar
misc. *erns. 753-4109

Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

[C

IRON Chef dorm size
refrigerator, new
$150.00. 761-3729
Large Select ion
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

WA\ FED:
SCRAP CARS

CALL KEY
AUTO PARTS
753-5500
-‘‘ ii I PICKI I.

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2. & 38R apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
1BR apartment. All utilities paid. $350 per
month plus deposit.
767-8994
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts . starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR duplex at 1304
Valleywood. $400 a
month. 293-7738 or
293-1446
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H./A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
apt.
2.5BA
4BR,
Fridge. stove, OW,
WD. Year lease $800
month. No utilities furnished. 270-227-0375
2BR.
ATTRACTIVE
Clean, quiet, no pets,
washer/dryer hookup.
Lease. deposit. 641S.
492-8634
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has 182BR
apartments available 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets Call
753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone.
accessible
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TOD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1 -800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Todayl
7534668.

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $10,500
753-6012

18X80, new air, unde
secluded
pinning,
neighborhood, large
carport. 2BR 2 bath
(270)836-7398
2BR mobile home and
lot $12,500 753-6012
AWESOME 3BR 2BA
Doublewide with den
fireplace, tilt windows &
moremOnly $62,999,"
Cali 731-584-9430
SHARP 3 BEDROOM
Singlewide with fireplace only $24.999"
Call now" 731-5849429
WOW! 4 Bedroom 2
Bath Singlewide only
$26,995m Call now!
731-584-9109

2 or 3 bedrooms 2
baths, kitchen, living
room, all electric
2 or 3 bedrooms 1
large bath Appliances
furnished for both
489-2116

2,822 sq fl office o
retail 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480
Aparensrns For Runt
1 8 2 bdr income
based apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970

Moines For Rent
2BR BS Rentals
759-4696

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I 605 Diuguld Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedmom Aparirneno
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

.l Prop For Rent

707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft. 7531252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
restrooms.
C/G/H.
parking.
plenty of
excellent location near
judicial building 404 N.
4th St complex 7593772.
SHOP or storage
building. 40'x48', insulated, gas heat. $400
per month. Located at
406 Sunbury Circle.
Murray. Call
270-436-2935

Pets & Supplies
Pabull
AMERICAN
Terner puppies for sale
loving
animal
to
homes. Different colors, male and female.
Had first shots and
wormed. 492-8424
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
WANTED: 2 or 3 yr. old
female Brittany Spaniel
(AKC). 270-492-8565
400
Yard Nab

YARD
SALE
2302 Old Salem
Rd., Murray.
Thurs. 9/7 • 8-2
Fri 9/8 • 8-12
lots of stuff, some
furniture

Reel 6sNia
Haley Professional
Appraising
*tor *fiat it's worth'
(270)759-4218
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. See listing
927720 at
%WM.alltheiistings corn
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545
TRIPLEX for sale,
greet income. serious
inquiries only. Call and
leave message at
270-753-3966

Teals

REDUCED, 3 bed
room, 2 bath, 10.5
acres. 1 mile SW
school. heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed. $210k 753-9212,
753-3992

4 Acres, Beautiful
wooded building site off
of hwy 783 293-0541

1999 Prowler fifth
wheel. 31-1/2 ft., 2
slides, lots of options,
basement storage, mirrored closet, split bath,
rear kitchen Excellent
$14,000.
condition.
270-437-4307
Dods & Motors
1998 Crownline open
bow skiboat, 6 cylinder.
$8,000 210-2620,
442-4674

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Mulching
Landscaping
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
227-0611

(270)226-0505

293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins.
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal. trimming, etc
Also Tractor work.
tearing down buildings
hauling, gutter cleaning.

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodel/
or trouble. Lic, and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?'
753-5827

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044
A-ABLE HAULING
Clean up junk,
garages. yards,
buildings.
Handyman work
Prompt & dependable.
Free est. 30 yrs. exp.
Anytime 753-9210

12701 227-2626

READY to Move
46R 38A. large heated
garage, north of Murray
in Candlehle Estates.
Many upgrades with
extra storage Pool &
attractive landscaping.
Must see inside
759-9848

DSW

'Senior Citizen Discount'

Barbara Rickman with 1st Team Realty

For sale by owner
west ky
fsbowestky com

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
"We Specialize in
Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
•Brick
•All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Wate'
•Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
We do siding, too
293-5438

PAINTING
Quality work at a
reasonable pike.
Licensed & Insured.

Newly remodeled 3BnaBa, on 5 acres Fenced tor
livestock with barn and equipment shed West tit
Murray. Adioining additional acreage available.

3 Bed FORCLOSURE
only $11.6801 For listings call 800-429-7008
ext S020

270-227-1087
25. %cars caperience

1989 Toyota pickup.
150.000 miles, 4x4,
$1,500. 753-8169

(14141T .

2BR brick on large lot
hospital
near
new
Everything
Bargain at $92,500
753-2041

DIXON COMPUTER
C ONNE,.c!ION
umpuitt Prelecne 54%0
• or business
II
5511 per It

2005 GMC Sierra VI
ext cab 5.3 liter
engine, 4x4. Loaded,
35,500 miles. Call after
5PM 436-2794 or
293-0496

Services Offered

r
KY Lake Barkley. 2.9
acres only $129.900.
220 ft dockable shoreline. Ideal location
offering privacy in a
desirable setting. Big
shade trees, west facing to lake. Surveyed
with a new county
maintained rd, water.
electric & protective
CC&R's. Build a legacy of family memories
on the lake where
water, woods & nature
blend together. Call to
arrange a private
showing (270)3506816
450
Funis For Sale

CATHY'S
Wallpapering Painting
and Cleaning
270-978-0569

•
‘N

•

•1. ileum dona
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APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD IL HUGHES
22 YEA Itti XPI R1F'sCE
(2701 226-9398
(2701492-8191

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE IN PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
rcycles & ATV's
white rock
436-2113
2004 YFZ450 K&K
Dozer work & Track
flame graphics. ITP
hoe
tires. looks great. runs
C & C Renovation and
great $3.800
Remodeling.
270-293-4991
We care about your
home Home repairs,
Used Cars
roofing,
additions,
decks. floor repair &
$500 police impoundsll coverings. siding
Cars from $5001 For
-FREE ESTIMATES**
Netings Cal
Call (270)753-1499 or
800-439-3998
(731)247-5464
ext N526
yerobertson0wk net
1999 Pontiac Sunfire. Joe's Mower Repair.
100,0004 miles. 4 cyt, Free pickup/delivery
$1,200. 753-8169
436-2867

iie

2004 11 1%% 3311‘i .‘1% It sedan.
27.000 miles. X-Drive for all road
conditiims. 4 year/50.000 milt. %%at-rantr Factory (.PS nas igatiim. Full
curtain airbags. Loaded. I owner.
non-smoker, no wrecks. Purchased
from Bluegrass BMW.$28.90410KO.
753-5763 or 293-5019

,

HALL'S WASTE
IMIWACIEMENT7
CALL 759-1151
530

FLOOR covering
nstaUer, 30 years exp
vinyl carpet laminate,
hardwood All work
guaranteed Insured.
serving Kentucky &
Tennessee
Residential,
Commercial,
Houseboats.
Recreational Vehicles
Call David Cutler at
270-556-8658
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
AiLMINLi &
LEAF RDA.,
HEDGES TRAWL,
GUTTER CI EASotzt

OSCAR'S Outdoors
Buy, sell, trade, repair
firearms
270-247-6100

WE SERVICE
Ali ".1,11,:r kph ,(e,
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plum:wig
Nod Gallfrnore Owner
Wm Do Insurance Work
Wsa & MaMerCal Accepter:

489-2689 • 293-6073

731-247-5422

HALL'S WASTF
MANAGEMEN I

TRAVIS Asphalt
*Paving
•Sealcoating
(270)753-2279

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

611111ornebuilders

REMOVE THOSE UGLY
SLAM STREAKS IFUNGUS1
& hal &emirs, Adiiitioas,
ROM YOUR ROOF!
Drywall 1 Pianos, Dohs, Wire,
(2701437-4999•9701892
lessee Winbiag 1 loafs

IMMEDIATE
DEBT 101 IEF
t.i takt• tiL er
your payments.
Call 7614558,
ask for Kristin.

IRRIGATION
Problem solvers of
auto systems Water
Doctors 270-293-7878

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday,Sept. 7, 2006:
You see life from a novel,
unique perspective this year.
Learn to stop and think before
you leap into action, or you
might not like the end results.
People you have taken as a
given in your daily life could be
changing right in front of your
very eyes. Be willing to cut others a little slack, as they are
growing and transforming. If
you are single. don't decide anyone is Mr. or Ms. Right until you
have gone through the four seasons together. Experience and
time will test a bond. If you are
attached, be willing to give your
sweetie time and space to grow.
PISCES might have you shaking your head.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

by Jacqueline Bigar
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** An eclipse in your opposite sign allows for impending
and needed changes to take
place. Communication remains
an important part of your interactions. Don't allow someone to
slip by the wayside. Tonight:
Observe.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Fatigue earmarks your
actions. Understand that you
might need to revamp your patterns and habits. Start building
for the long run. Think carefully
about what is happening.
Evaluate news with an eye to
processing. Tonight: Take care
of yourself first.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your imagination will
never leave you, though there
are times when it can cause you
a problem or limit your sense of
reality. Think positively, and you
will draw a very special opportunity. Tonight: Live it up.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
** You might need to deal with
basics. You, as well as those
around you, might be wellintended. Know when to say no.
Extremes take you in a new
direction, whether you want to
go or not. Be sensible in the face
of craziness. Tonight: Head
home before you run into a problem.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your style of communicating could be subject to variety
and change. What you thought
was a given could radically
change in the next few weeks.
Don't try to hold on to what is
untenable. Tonight: Meet a pal.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Deal with your finances
with kid gloves_ You can see a
situation in a different light when
you get more information. Know
what you can change. Think
positively about someone you
deal with a lot. Tonight: Gather
your bills and pay them before
you take on any more expenses.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You are personality
plus and have difficulty dealing
with many different people. You
might want to reverse gears or
do something totally different.
Recognize that you are changing radically. Think positively
Tonight: Spontaneity is the name
of the game.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
** While trying to stay clear of
today's active Full Moon and
Lunar Eclipse, you could see situations far differently. That fact
might be A-OK, though a consequent change of attitude could
shake others up. Know what you
are creating. Take responsibility.
Tonight: Vanish while you can.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Events involve friends
and loved ones. During next
week, and in a month, you could
view your relationships much differently. The bottom line is that
what you might think is happening could be a totally different
tale once you hear the other
side. Tonight: Be with people.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Take charge and walk forward You have a lot to be proud
of. though often you don't give
yourself credit Think positively
and step up to the plate.
Establish your strengths and
look at the possibilities. Tonight:
Out and about
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Be willing to seek out
answers and find solutions You
can have a different approach.
Allow your creativity to flourish
and come forth. Enjoy yourself
as only you can. Listen to what
others are saying. There is wisdom here. Tonight Try a differBORN TODAY
ent approach.
Singer Buddy Holly (1936). artist
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Grandma Moses (1860), singer
**** Work with a partner.
Chrissie Hynde (1951)
even if you dOn't agree with a
•••
developing money situation
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Think in terms of gains. though
Internet at http://wwwlacqueat the moment you might have
Ilnebigar.com.
difficulty visualizing what that
(c) 2006 by King Features
loots like. Trust in events and
Syndicate Inc.
your intuitive ability. Tonight:
Work with a partner
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Fiancee is ready to break up
with soldier on extended tour
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Catherine Glass LPN and Ella
Moody, staff members of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Health Express, checking the
records and giving pulse checks
for Alvin Hale, Larry Hale and
Stewart Letts. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Robert S. and Susan Wilson,
Aug. 15; a boy to Angela and
Mike Lane and a boy to Julie
and Gary Starks, Aug. 30.
Published is a picture of Calloway County High School Class
of 1986 at the 10-year reunion
held at Executive Inn, Paducah.
20 years ago
A new external degree program at Murray State University designed to give adult or
non-traditional learners more
flexibility in meeting college education goals has been approved
by the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education.
• Births reported include a girl
to Peggy and Freddie Allgood
and a boy to Mary Jo and
Lawrence Bishop, Aug. 29; a
girl to Cathy and Wayne Watkins
and a girl to Debra and Richard
Stons, Aug. 30: a boy to Gail
and Michael Cherry and a boy
to Jennifer and Mike Duncan,
Aug. 31: a girl to Wanda and
Darrell Robertson and a girl to
Barbara and Michael O'Bryan,
Sept. 1.
30 years ago
Murray State University has
been awarded a grant renewal
of $101,215 by the Kentucky
Department of Human Resources
for 19'76-77 in support of undergraduate work of the undergrad-

uate social work program on the
campus.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Hall, Aug.
16; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes, Aug. 17; a boy to Russell and Kelly Cornwell, Aug.
26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Workman, Aug. 27.
Murray State University won
14-3 over Southeast Missouri in
a football game at Murray.
40 years ago
Airman Johnny L. Weaver
has been selected for technical
training as a munition's specialist for the United States Air
Force at Lowry AFB, Colorado.
Murray Lions Club will sponsor a World-Wide Peace Essay
Contest for the local youth with
a $25 prize to the winner. This
will be for students between the
ages of 14-22.
Margaret Ruth Crider and
Roger Alan Neal were married
Aug. 7 at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church, Murray..
50 years ago
Osro Butterworth of Murray
has just recently sold his registered Guernsey bull, WillowWilde's Noble Simon, to A.W.
Mathis of Farmington, according to the American Guernsey
Cattle Club.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Burkeen and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Turner.
Mrs. Delbert Hale, Mrs. James
Shekell, Mrs. Keys Keel, Mrs.
Thanie Parker and Mrs. Dock
Boggess presented a program at
a meeeting of the WMS of Elm
Grove Baptist Church held at
the home of Mrs. Hardin Morris

DEAR ABBY: I need your
advice on how to break an
engagement with my fiance,
whose tour of duty in Iraq
has been extended four more
months. He has been there
eight months, and during his
absence, I met someone else
I would like
to start dating.
I didn't
to
want
out
stress
my fiance,
and I wanted to wait
until
he
Dear Abby returned to
talk to him,
but now I
By Abigail
too
feel
Van Buren
guilty, so I
need to address it soon. Please
help me. -- FEELING GUILTY,
MEMPHIS, TENN.
FEELING
DEAR
GUILTY: It's time to grow
up and think about someone
other than yourself. There is
something more important right
now than assuaging your guilt.
It's making sure that nothing
distracts your fiance from the
job he is doing -- and will
be doing until he is safely
back home.
Under no circumstances
should you write him a "Dear
John" letter or tell him anything that could unnerve or
depress him. If you feel guilty
now, how do you think you
would feel if he was injured
or killed after you dumped
that kind of news on him? 1
can't stress strongly enough

TodaylnIllstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 6.
the 249th day of 2006. There are
116 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 6, 1901, President
William McKinley was shot by
anarehist Leon Czolgosz at the PanAmerican Exposition in Buffalo,
N.Y. McKinley died eight days
later; he was succeeded by Vice
President Theodore Roosevelt.
On this date:
In 1837, the Oberlin Collegiate

Institute of Ohio went co-educational.
In 1909, American explorer
Robert Peary sent word that he
had reached the North Pole five
months earlier.
In 1916, the first self-serve
grocery store, Piggly Wiggly, was
opened in Memphis. Tenn.. by
Clarence Saunders.(The store was
set up to allow customers to handpick their groceries, rather than
request them from a clerk standing behind a counter.)

In 1939, South Africa declared
war on Germany.
In 1941, Jews over the age of
6 in German-occupied areas were
ordered to wear yellow Stars of
David.
In 1952, Canadian television
broadcasting began- in Montreal.
In 1966, South African Prime
Minister Hendrik Verwoerd was
stabbed to death by a deranged
page during a parliamentary session in Cape Town.
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how important it is that you
put his feelings first nght now.
What you have in mind can
wait until his tour of duty is
behind him.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I have a
friend, 'Libby," who has a lot
of personal problems. She
recently confided that I am
the only person who keeps her
going day to day. She has
attached herself to me because
of my "step-on-me" personality, and I have allowed it.
I don't mind her telling me
her problems, but she's putting too much pressure on me
by making me her crutch.
(Without me, she would fall
permanently.) Please don't think
I am selfish, but I have a lot
to deal with personally in my
own life.
How can I lessen my load
without cracking her fragile
personality? -- STRETCHED
IN
LIMIT
THE
TO
WYOMING
STRETCHED:
DEAR
Lighten your load by no longer
allowing your friend to put
off resolving her problems by
confiding them in someone who
isn't equipped to help her. Libby
needs a licensed psychotherapist. If she can't afford one,
please tell her (kindly) that
help is available on a slidingfee scale through your county department of mental health
services or social services. Take
her to her firsrappointment if
necessary, and then start
backpedaling from there.
•••
DEAR ABBY: 1 have been
widowed for more than two
years, and a nice man has
asked me out. We hit it off
great, but I have one problem.
A friend of mine dated him
years ago, and it didn't work
out. She is now happily seeing a man she has been involved
with for almost two years. She
says you don't date a friend's
past date. I think she's being
childish.
I believe this man and I
will have a good relationship,
and I don't want to lose him
because of this. She will find
out eventually, and I can't
decide if I should take the
chance of her not knowing for
a while and see how it goes.
In any case, I may lose her.
Am I wrong? I have been
out of the dating loop for 21
years and this is all new to
me. I'd appreciate your opinion. -- UNDECIDED IN
BROCKTON, MASS.
DEAR UNDECIDED: I see
no reason to make any
announcements to anyone right
now. Keep dating the man and
see where it leads.
Because your "friend" has
been in a satisfying relationship for nearly two years, she
should be happy that you have
met someone and "clicked." If
she isn't, then she is not your
friend, and your question is
moot.

Colonoscopy the better
choice for colon exam
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
discuss the difference between
a flexible sigmoidoscopy and
a colonoscopy. At 50, I recently had the fonner. Several of
my family members and
acquaintances have argued that
a
colonoscopy
is the advisable diagnostic test.
do
Why
doctors
choose one
the
over
other? FamDr. Gott ily history,
current state
of health?
By
When is the
Dr. Peter Gott
colonoscopy
advisable over the flex sig?
DEAR READER:The flexible sigmoidoscopy, once the
gold standard for the early
detection of colon cancer,
enables the doctor to examine
about a third of the colon. In
contrast, during a colonoscopy
he or she can see the entire
colon.
This test has taken the driver's seat because it is more
definitive.
and
complete
Colonoscopy is, today, a vital
test that saves many lives. It
should be performed in every
person over the age of 50 and
should be repeated every three
to 10 years. People with a
family history of colon cancer may have to be scoped
more frequently.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Diverticular Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope

and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Just a
corrective note. Your response
to a reader concerning the use
of red yeast rice to lower cholesterol because it contains a
natural form of Vasotec was
incorrect. Vasotec is not a statin
drug. I'm sure you know it is
an ACE inhibitor used to control high blood pressure. I'm
surprised that this was not
caught before being published.
DEAR READER: So am
I. But I must take full responsibility for the error. Thank
you for correcting me.
The proper response to the
onginal question was that red
yeast rice contains a natural
form of Mevacor, which is a
statin drug. Everyone who takes
red yeast rice should have his
or her liver enzymes checked
every six months to a year to
make sure that it is not causing damage.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
Doctor Gott is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book "Live Longer,
Live Better" (Quill Driver
www.quilldriverBooks,
books.com: 1-800-605-7176).

ContractBridge
dummy,recognizing that if Fast won
with the ten and returned a heart,
whether high or low, dummy would
acquire a second heart stopper.
The defense varied widely at this
point. Most Lasts shifted to a spade.
Declarer won in dummy and led a
club, taken by West with the king. A
heart was returned, dummy's seven
losing to the queen.
Since dummy still had the A-1 of
hearts, East could not return a heart.
He led a spade instead, but that was
his last gasp. A club from dumnn, to
East's ace rang down the curtain, and
declarer finished with exactly nine
tricks.
A handful of Easts found the way
to defeat the contract. When dummy
played the nine of heads at trick one,
these Fasts played the six!
From then on, declarer was fighting a losing battle. South had to
attack clubs, and when West won the
This deal comes from a par contest first club lead with the king, he led a
many years ago, and features an second heart. Last, holding K-Q-10exceptionally difficult defensive 4 over dummy's A-1-7, was now in
play. It's not surprising that most of command of hearts, and declarer had
the participants holding the East to go down one, losing three hearts
and the A-K of clubs.
cards missed their cue.
East's extraordinary play at trick
East's double was cons entional.
instructing West not to make his nor- one was very- well thought out. He
mal lead, but to lead the first suit bid had to assume that West had a club
by dummy. And so, West dutifully rock as well as another heart to lead,
and he backed his convictions
led a heart.
Declarer played the nine from accordingly.

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 7
A 1 97
•AK 93
•97 2
EAST
WEST
•
•.1 9 5 4 3 2
KQ1064
83
•QI62
•I 8 5
•A3
•K5
SOUTH
41 A Q 10
IP 5 2
•10 4
*QI 10 86 4
The bidding:
South West
East
North
Pass
2 41
Pass
I,
Pass
2 NT
Pass
2•
3 NT
Dble
Opening lead— eight of hearts.

Tomorrow: Eliminating the luck element.
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Kentucky Life visits
Lake Barkley State Park
Host Dave Shuffett takes
viewers in a historic home and
a pottery studio in Bowling
Green, visits Louisville's master miniature maker Leonard
Kik and reveals the many attractions of Lake Barkley State
Resort Park. The program airs
Saturday. Sept. 16 at 8/7 p.m.
CT and Sunday, Sept. 17 at
4:30/3:30 p.m. CT on KETI.
The program begins with a
visit to River View at Hobson
Grove, the Civil War-era home
of Atwood and Juliet VanMeter
Hobson in Warren County.
George Anna Duncan McKenzie, a descendant of the family, and Sam Terry. the exec-
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utive director of the historic
home, discuss a bit of the history and resplendent features
of this ltalianate estate.
Next, Dave meets Leonard
Kik of Louisville, a designer
and craftsman whose intricate
3-D miniature models are an
impressive testament to years
of creative activity. Kik demonstrates some tricks of the trade,
such as moving in scale from
map to finished product, making trees from flower stems
and constructing buildings from
cardboard and plexi-glass.
Then, Kentucky Life viewers return to Bowling Green
where Linda Henry's Paint 'n

Murray State high school
journalism workshop set

Place pottery and craft studio
offers visitors a creative and
fun atmosphere to add their
own finishing touches to ceramic cups, T-shirts and other craft
items.
Finally, Dave visits Lake
Barkley State Resort Park,
where guests can enjoy swim
ming, boating, fishing and eating at the busiest restaurant in
the region or simply relax in
the beautiful surroundings.
Highlights include a brand-new
marina, Goat Island and the
Boots Randolph Golf Course,
named for the local native and
famous sax player.

Concert kicks
off Paris season
PARIS, Tenn. — Someone
has said, "When Mr. Jack
Daniel's Original Silver Cornet Band performs, it's more
than just a concert. It's like
the town of Lynchburg comes
to call." Jack Daniel's famous
white gazebo and front porch
rocking chair will adorn the
stage at the }Crider Performing
Arts Center on Saturday at 7
pm.
Turn of the century Lynchburg, Tennessee comes alive
on the stage right before your
eyes. A wonderful cast of characters, period clothing and even
the sound of the cricket's night
song create a setting that is
perfect for the gentle music of
the silver cornet. The Jack
Daniel's Original Silver Cornet Band has performed
umpteen national tours traveling all around the country. They
have recorded three albums that
are now considered classics and
appeared in two PBS Specials.
Audiences around the United
States enthusiastically praise
their unique sound and their
theatrical approach to concertizing. Their show has been
called "An echo from another
era."
Advance tickets are $12.50
and are available at the Chamber of Commerce, City Hall,
Civic Center, and from any
Arts Council Board Member.

The department of journalism and mass communications
will host its 34th Journalism and Broadcasting Workshop for
regional high schools on Sept. 29, according to workshop director, Dr. Bob McGaughey.
Last year it was moved to fall after more than 20 years of
being a spring event at the request of the high school media
advisers.
After registration and announcements from 8:30 to 9:45 a.m.,
students and their advisers will be able to pick from 18 programs over the two sessions that end at 12:30 p.m.
At 12:30 p.m., Joe Hedges, adviser to The Murray State
News, and McGaughey, will announce winners of the newspaper and yearbook competitions. The workshop is scheduled to
end at I p.m.
In addition to McGaughey, participating JMC faculty and
staff will be Hedges, Dr. Allen White, Dr. Roger Haney, Orville
Herndon, Dr. Jeanne Scafella, Robin Orvino, Gill Welsch, Bob
Valentine, Dr. John Dillon, Dr. Debbie Owens, Dr. Ann Landini and Jeremy McKeel.
Representatives from Jostens's Publishing Company will conduct two sessions on producing the high school yearbook.
Other programs, designed to help high school media improve
fheir products, include sports writing, editorial and column writing, newspaper design, digital camera production, feature writing, legal controls of the media, mining story ideas, promoting the high school publication, producing a radio newscast
and producing a TV newscast.
David Greer of the Kentucky Press Association will conduct
sessions on community journalism and how to cover a beat.
Cost of the one-day event is $4 per student with accompanying advisers free. The cost includes juice and donuts during_ the registration period.
Competition rules were mailed to schools in July. If a high
school did not receive the mailing, it should contact McGaugh@murey at (270) 809-6874, or email him at robert.mcgaughey
raystate.edu. Deadline,for the competitions is Sept. 15. Dead- I Tickets at the door will be
line for registration is Sept. 22, but fees can be paid at the.4115. For more information, call
registration table on the third floor of the Curris Center on the (731) 642-3955.
day of the workshop.
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PREP GOLF

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Oositive Thinkin

Tigers take triangular;
Lakers dogged by
Reidland
SMITH LEADS MHS WITH 41;
SIMMONS PACES CCHS WITH
41 AGAINST GREYHOUNDS

Staff Report
The Murray High School
boys' golf team captured a threeway match with Carlisle County
and Christian Fellowship during
prep action Tuesday at Murray
Country Club.
The Tigers won the match
with a team score of 168.
Carlisle finished with a 169,
while CFS carded a 178.
Jordan Smith paced the
Murray High contingent with a
41. Zack Newsome and Colin
Capps each had a 42, while Alex
Wellinghurst recorded a 43.
Zac Rambo paced Carlisle
with a 40. Luk Nichols followed
with a 42, Derick Yarbrough a
43 and Matt Davis a 44.
Kyle Forte was the top finisher for CFS, as he carde a 40.
Clay Bryan notched a 41. Allen
Wallace finished with 45 and
Jeremy Beale added a 52.
The Tigers return to the links
on Thursday, when the host
Marshall County in a match at
Miller Memorial Golf Course.
The match — orginially schedJONATHAN BROWFIELONniversity of Missouri
uled to include Calloway and
(15) after Bacon secured a Racer Trigg counties — is a make-up
Bacon
Marcus
linebacker
Missouri
down
brings
(28)
Cook
Murray State running back Chad
turnover during last weekend's season opener at Farout Field in Columbia, Mo. The Racers open OVC play this week at for an Aug. 11 date that was
postponed. CCHS and Trigg will
Tennessee State.
not compete on Thursday.
CCHS Golf
LEDBETTER, Ky. — At

Loss DOESN'T DESTROY TEAM

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The aftermath of a 40-point loss usually
doesn't produce good vibes among coaches
or players on the losing team.
And there undoubtedly weren't too many
good feelings emanating from the Murray
State locker room when the Racers gathered
to:review film of Saturday's season-opening
47-7 loss at Missouri.
Still, first-year MSU head coach Matt
Griffin claimed there wasn't too much negativity in the Racer camp as the youthful
squad filed away its tough opener and began
to look forward to Saturday's Ohio Valley
Conference opener at Tennessee State.
"It was pretty good," said Griffin of he's
team's morale during Sunday's film session.
I've got an idea what they expected when
they watched tape; I know it's not what they
got.
"Sunday was a very positive day for the
kids and the coaches. It would have been

easy to go in
and
there
make it a
giant (gripe)
ovc
session, but School
0-0 (1-0)
Samford
we didn't do
0-0 (1-0)
Our SE Missouri
that.
coaches E. Illinois
0-0 (0-1)
came in and E. Kentucky
0-0 (0-1)
we taught. Austin Peay
0-0 (0-1)
The players Jacksonville St. 0-0 (0-1)
learned, and
0-0 (0-1)
Murray State
we moved
0-0 (0-1)
St.
Tennessee
on and put it
behind us. Tennessee Tech 0-0 (0-1)
0-0 (0-1)
Now, we get Tenn.-Martin
ready for the
Tigers of Tennessee State." he added.
There weren't a whole lot of positives to
gain from the first half at Missouri, as the
Tigers outgained the Racers 371-42 in building an insurmountable 35-0 lead by the halftime break.

Lakers clobber
Colonels Tuesday

CONFERENCE
STAININIRS

MORALE

However, Murray bounced back to put
together a respectable showing in the second
half, holding Mizzou's first-team offensive
unit out of the end zone for 19 minutes and
allowing the Tigers just 12 second-half
points.
The most encouraging sign for Griffin
came in the fourth quarter, when the Racers
gained most of their 150 yards in total
offense and put their only points on the
board — a 13-yard pass from backup quarterback Zach Barnard to fullback Nate
Moore with just 1:57 left in the contest.
"We came out in the second half and
competed a little bit better," Griffin noted.
"What I was really focused on after the
game and through Sunday was that we highlighted and understood that last 30 minutes
and how important it was.
"(The players) were challenged a little bit
at halftime. and I think they answered that a
•See RACERS, 2C

RACER GOLF

WHITE PROVIDES HAT TRICKONE FOR GOOD MEASURE; ASHER
LEADS BOYS PAST CHRISTIAN CO.
Staff Report
Haley White scored four
goals on Tuesday night to lead
the Calloway County Lady
Laker soccer team to an 8-0 triumph over visiting Christian
at
County
the Jim Nix
Soccer
Complex.
White got
CCHS started with a
header into
the goal off a
Katlyn
Smith corner
kick just seven minutes into the
match. At the 20-minute mark.
Beth Ross scored off a cross
from Jessica Torsak, who
recorded three assists in the
match.
Karra Jones knocked home
the third and final Calloway
goal of the first half in the 32nd
minute to give the Lady Lakers
(3-4) a 3-0 lead at the intermission.
Smith quickly added to the
CCHS margin with an unassisted goal 10 minutes into the second half. Then. White added
three straight goals — the first
on a Smith assist 15 minutes into
the half. The second and third
goals in the sequence both came

Photo Provided

Calloway County's Brock
Simmons prepares to hit the
ball during prep golf action
Tuesday at Drake Creek Goff
Ledbetter.
in
Course
Simmons paced the Lakers
with a41.
Drake Creek Golf Course, the
Lakers were led by Brock
Simmons' 41, as Calloway fell
157-169 on
to Reidland
Tuesday.
Josh Miller and Matt Irby
each carded a 42 and Chasten
Howard added a 44.

PREP VOLLEYBALL

La er
goes to ee;
captures Comets
CCHS FALLS TO CFS; TIGERS
TAKE OUT CARLISLE CO.
Staff Report
BRIENSBURG, Ky. — The
Calloway County volleyball
team's losing streak was extended to three on Tuesday night
with a two-set loss in Fourth
District action at Christian
Fellowship.
The Lakers (9-6) dropped the
match by scores of 25-18 and
25-9 to a CFS squad that
improved to 11-5.
Allie Thompson led CCHS in
scoring with five points.
Brittnee Dietz and Alley
Hendon followed with two

points apiece, while Mandie
Schroader added one. Schroader
had two kills, while Abby Kelly
and Whitley Edwards had one
each. Kelly and Teala Penick
both had assists, and Deitz had
the team's only ace.
In junior-varsity action,
Calloway fell in two sets by
scores of 21-10 and 21-7.
Dietz had a kill and an ace to
lead the junior Lakers. Allison
Rogers and Kristen Phillips each
had a kill, and Katie Bazzell followed with an assist. Kailey
•See NETTERS, 2C

TIGER SOCCER ROUNDUP

off Torsak assists.
Mallorie Esterlein scored
with two minutes left to cap the
Calloway victory.
The Lady Lakers had a total
of 18 shots on goal in the match.
MSU Spoils Information
Goalkeeper Ross had two saves, Murray State's Nick Griffin finished with a 216 for 15th place
while backup Kelsie Greer in the Wasiota Fall Kick Off Invitational, which wrapped up
added two.
play on Tuesday at the Wasiota Winds Resort in Pineville, Ky.
Boys
Calloway 4, C
hristian Co.0
In the second match of
Tuesday's doubleheader, the
Lakers shut out the the visiting
Colonels to move to 4-3 on the
season.
Seth Asher led the way for By MSU Sports Information
competitors.
Calloway with a goal and two
Chris started Monday with a
The Murray State men's golf
assists, while Brennan Parker team finished in third place in three-under 69 and added
added a goal and one assist.
their season-opening event at rounds of 74-73. Nick started
Evan Pierce scored the first Pineville, Ky.
with a 72, then struggled to a 77
Laker goal off a Parker assist.
The Racers fired team rounds Tuesday morning. But he
Parker then added a score off an of 296 and 286 Tuesday at the rebounded with the Racers' hest
Asher assist. Daniel Hopkins put Wasiota
Off round of the tournament, a fiveKick
Fall
the Lakers up 3-0 by the half- Invitational, finishing with a under par 67.
time break on a goal off another three-round total of 871. The
MSU's Jerry Price finished
Asher assist.
event, hosted by Morehead with a 72-72-73=217 to finish
Calloway closed out the win- State, was played at the Wasiota 19th. while Jared Wolfe and
ning effort as Asher scored off a Winds Resort.
Mark Brant finished 52nd.
Coby Lyell assist in the second
The Racers' best finishes Wolfe notched a 76-78-73=227,
half.
came from Nick Griffin and while Brant turned in scores of
'The Lakers won the battle of Chris Gnffin (no relation), who 79-73-75.
shots 14-10. CCHS goalkeeper carded total scores of 216,
Michael Craft played as an
Joseph Kelly recorded 10 saves. which was good for a tie for individual. finishing 23rd with
Christian County's Brandon 15th place in the field of 88
•See GOLF, 2C
Hart also had 10.

MSU finishes third in
season-opening event

Murray sweeps away
competition Tuesday
CLAIMS WINS OVER GRAVES, TILGHMAN
Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Three
first-half goals were all the
Murray High Tigers would need
in a 3-2 Second District prep
soccer victory Tuesday night at
Graves County High School.
The Tigers (4-2) wasted little
time getting on the scoreboard,
getting a goal from Matt Hines
off an assist by Blake
McCuiston at the 35-minute
mark of the first half.
McCuiston then made it 2-0
MHS with a goal off a Hines
assist with 23 minutes to go.
Hines also assisted on the third
Tiger goal, as Jeremy Curd
punched the ball in the net for a
commanding 3-0 halftime
advantage.
Graves County (3-5) bounced
hack in the second half with
goals by Jorge Bartolo and
Colby Davis, but the Tigers
were able to hold the Eagles off
the rest of the way to claim the
victory.
Murray High finished with

11 shots on goal. Goalkeeper
Taylor Pierce recorded eight
saves for the Tigers, while
Devin Metzger had five for
Graves.
The Tigers return to the field
on Thursday, when they host
Reidland at 8 p.m. at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex.
Girls
Murray High 2,
Paducah Tilghman I
PADUCAH, Ky. — Amy
Futrell and Sydney Smith scored
goals for the Lady Tigers in their
victory over the Lady Tornado
on Tuesday night.
Grace Wellinghurst and
Williams provided
Caitlin
assists for Murray, which
improved to 4-4-1 on the season.
Goalkeeper Morgan Graham tallied three saves for the Lady
Tigers, who won the battle of
shots 18-5.
The lady Tigers return to
action on Thursday, when they
host Second District rival
Mayfield at 6 p.m. at the France
Complex.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct GB
—
64 52 618
New York
15
70 68 507
Philadelphia
16
69 69 500
Flonda
66 71 48218 1/2
Atlanta
25
60 78 435
Washington
Central Division
W L Pct GB
—
74 63 540
St Louis
6
69 70 496
Concinnat.
1/2
7
486
71
67
Houston
11
64 75 460
Milwaukee
19
56 83 403
Pittsburgh
55 83 39919 1/2
Chicago
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
73 65 529
Los Angeles
71 66 518 1 1/2
San Diego
69 70 496 41/2
San Francisco
8
65 73.471
Arizona
63 74 460 9 1/2
Colorado

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct GB
—
82 55 599
New York
8
75 64 540
Boston
11
72 67 518
Toronto
61 77 44221 1/2
Baltimore
28
55 84 396
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W L Pct GB
—
85 54.612
Detroit
4
80 57 584
Minnesota
79 59 572 5 1/2
Chicago
18
66 71 482
Cleveland
52 88 37133 1/2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GS
W
—
79 59.572
Oakland
74 65.532 5 1/2
Los Angeles
a
514
68
72
Texas
14
65 73 471
Seattle

LEXINGTON, Ky.- Fifteen
home games, nine contests
against last season's NCAA
Tournament participants, and
televised
nationally
two
matchups highlight the 2006-07
Kentucky women's basketball
schedule. UK Coach and 2006
Southeastern Conference Coach
of the Year Mickie DeMoss
announced Tuesday.
Tuesday's Games
AP
Seattle 4, Detroit 3
The Wildcats are coming off
White Sox 0
Chicago
1.
Boston
Tuesday's Games
their best season in 16 years Louisville's Michael Bush is carted off the field after breaking his leg during the second half
Cleveland 7, Toronto 2
Arizona 4 Florida 0
Minnesota 8, Tampa Bay 0
after posting a 22-9 record and against Kentucky Sunday in Louisville.
Houston at Philadelphia. ppd., Rain
Kansas City 5. N Y Yankees 0
St Louis 2, Washington 0
making their first NCAA
Texas 5. Oakland 4
Atlanta at N Y. Mets. ppd , Rain
It's a major loss for an players, it was everybody."
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Tournament appearance since
L.A Angels 5. Baltimore 2. 10 innings
3, San Francisco 0
Cincinnati
the
for
long
take
didn't
masIt
Wednesdays Games
the 1999 campaign. Kentucky, Bobby Petrino turned his head. offense centered on Bush's
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago Cubs 5
themselves.
Seattle (Meche 9-8) at Detroit (Rogers
Milwaukee 9, LA Dodgers 0
which returns 10 letter winners paused for a moment and con- sive legs, Brolun's right arm and Cardinals to collect
15-6), 12.05 p.m
Colorado at San Diego 10 05 p m
They punted one play after Bush
and all five starters from a year sidered the question: How will Petrino's creativity.
Texas (Padilla 13-9) at Oakland
Wednesday's Games
initial
on
the
scored
then
but
admitted
down,
Petrino
went
high-pow14-10), 2:35 p.m
Louisville's
(Blanton
13
San Francisco (Sanchez 1-0) at
ago, posted a school-record nine No.
Baltimore (D.Cabrera 7-9) at L.A
went down their next two possessions, both
Cincinnati (S.Kim 0-0), 11 35 am
Southeastern Conference victo- ered offense look without run- reaction after Bush
Angels (E Santana 13-7), 235 p m
St LOUIS (carpenter 13-6) at
was disbelief. Bush had been so of them rushing touchdowns.
ning back Michael Bush?
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 11-7) at
ries last season.
Washington (O'Connor 3-7), 12.05 pm
last
the
over
times
at
dominant
response
of
kind
meticuthe
Boston (Snyder 4-3), 6:05 p.m
It was
Even for the always
Atlanta (Srnoltz 12-7 and Davies 2-4) at
Thirteen teams on UK's
Cleveland (Westbrook 12-8) at Toronto
N Y Mets (Williams 4-3 and 0 Perez 2
it two seasons — rushing for a Petrino was looking for, though
coach,
d
ever-prepare
lous,
(Lilly 11-12), 6:07 p m
2006-07 schedule participated in
11), 1 1210 pm
in
touchdowns
23
record
schoolto
how
knew
he
week
this
one
wasn't
things will be different
Minnesota (Silva 8-13) at Tampa Bay •
Anzona (Ed Gonzalez 1-2181 Flonda
the postseason last year, includ2005 and adding three more in when the Cardinals(1-0) play at
(Hammel 0-2). 6:15 p m
answer.
(Sanchez 6-2) 6 05 p.m
ing nine squads that advanced to
N.Y Yankees (R.Johnson 15-10) at
Houston (Pettrtte 13-13) at Philadelphia
"I don't know," Petrino said. the first half against the Wildcats Temple. The Owls will game
Kansas City (Hernandez 5-8), 7:10 p.m. *
the NCAA Tournament. In addi(Wolf 3-0). 6:05 p m
almost
seemed
he
—
Sunday
on
"I mean, how do you know?
Thursday's Games
plan for reserves George
Pittsburgh (Duke 8-13) at Chicago
tion, four teams on the slate finCleveland (Lee 11-10) at Chicago White
Cubs(He 4-6), 705 pm
You've just got to keep going." invincible.
who
Smith,
Kolby
and
Stripling
Associated
final
the
in
ished
Sox (Buehrle 12-11). 705 p m
L A Dodgers (Lowe 13-8) at Milwaukee
That all changed in a span of
Even if it means you have to
now find themselves in a diffiDetroit (Veriander 15-7) at Minnesota
11-9). 705 p.m
:Capuano
Press Top 25 poll.
third
the
in
early
keep going without the running a few seconds
(Baker 4-7), 7:10 p.m
one
Colorado (Jennings 7-12) at San Diego
the
replacing
position:
cult
"Our pre-conference road back that was the thunder to quarter on Sunday. as Bush
(Hensley 8-11) 9 05 p m
Brolun called "irreplaceThursday's Games
schedule is a lot tougher than quarterback Brian Brohm's twisted awkwardly while being player
Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs, 1 20 pm.
last year," DeMoss said."We are lightning.
tackled by Kentucky's_Wesley able."
Philadelphia at Ronda. 605 pm
Neither player, however, is a
playing a very good Ohio State
LA Dodgers at N Y Meats, 610 p m
Bush suffered a broken right Woodyard, his right leg broken
ran
Both
freshman.
wide-eyed
Washington at Colorado 7.35 pm
team in Columbus in a national- leg in the third quarter of in two places.
St Louis at Arizona, 840 p.m
"You could feel (the disbe- for over 500 yards last season,
ly televised game on CBS. The Sunday night's 59-28 win over
Buckeyes were Big. Ten Kentucky. He underwent suc- lief)," Petrino said. "You could and both played well against
Champions last year and cessful surgery on Monday, but feel it on the sidelines that 'Oh Kentucky, combining for 156
received a No. 1 seed in the will miss the rest of the season. my gosh.' And it wasn't just the yards and two touchdowns.
NCAA Tournament. We go to
was 10th at 888. Lindsey Wilson::
From Page 1C
Old Dominion to rice a program -WILDCAT-FOOTBALL
finished 10th with a score
8.
I
rounds of 74-71-73.2
that has been to the NCAA
897. Cumberland 12th at 891;.0.
Eastern Kentucky won the
Tournament 18 consecutive seaand IPFW 13th with a score ci;
of
total
score
a
with
event
sons and we are participating in
i*Vit
at
'fate
followed by cforeliin
a tournament in San Francisco,
Monday's plan was to plaji:
951,then the Racers and John A.
Calif. Traveling across country
holes, but rain limited play to•
36
Cardinals.
isn't
Brooks
Rich
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
CC at 871. Northern
last year proved to be a great ready to panic. At least not yet.
"Our run defense was absolutely embarrassing," Logan
holes. The competitors came
27
Kentucky finished fifth at 877, back Tuesday and played mothtravesty."
a
was
It
nonexistent.
was
"It
said.
Brooks
experience for our team last sealong
around
been
has
coach
Kentucky
The
score of
The Cardinals rolled up 371 yards on the ground Walters State JC had a
holes to finish the event in
son. They grew up a lot and got enough to know that one loss does not a season
with er 27
place,
sixth
for
881
running
star
losing
despite
Wildcats
a
the
against
soggy conditions.
a chance to bond and grow as
make. Two losses, though, and things change.
Bellarmine in seventh at 883.
The Racers' next event is
team."
While Brooks lamented his team's struggles in a back Michael Bush to a broken leg early in the secTennessee Tech was eighth
half.
ond
he
Sunday,
on
22-23 at the EKU
Sept.
For the first time, the 59-28 defeat to No. 13 Louisville
a score of 886, Southern
J.D. CraiPntan cotiVtiSitff
and
Jarmon
Jeremy
Saturday's
at Arlington Golf
before
things
fix
to
time
Invitational
is
there
knows
nationalWildcats will have two
defensive end while freshman Micah Johnson will Illinois ninth at 887 and Dayton Course in Richmond.
ly televised contests during the game against Texas State.
in place
"We're 0-1," Brooks said. "If we're 0-2, the sky make his first collegiate start at linebacker
season.
regular
2006-07
of Braxton Kelley.
falling."
starts
Kentucky travels to Columbus,
-Micah did some good things, but Braxton didTo keep the atmosphere at bay. Brooks is planOhio, for a showdown with
play as well as we think he can play," Brooks
n't
home
ning significant changes before Saturday's
Ohio State on Jan. 6 that will be
Murray High: The Tiger
There could be at least said. "Micah is still a freshman, he still isn't doing From Page 1C
State.
Texas
against
opener
things
good
nationally televised as part of a
very
team won at Carlisle
some
did
volleyball
he
but
right.
everything
and
offensive
the
on
them
of
five new starters, most
Stone served for four points and County on Tuesday, defeating ,
women's basketball tripleheader defensive lines, two units that struggled against the in the game."
one.
added
Emily McKnight
on CBS.The Wildcats also meet
the Comets in two sets by scores
Calloway will return to the
Tennessee in Knoxville, Tenn.,
of 25-19 and 27-25.
hardwood on Sept. 11, when it
No other information on the:
on Feb. II in a contest that will
hosts Livingston Central at
match was available at press
be televised live on espn2 for
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
time.
February Frenzy. Last season,
the night with two minutes
scored
Deese
Matt
Fullback
run.
Report
Staff
UK posted an historic win over
when he reached
The Murray Middle School the 2-point conversion to put the remaining,
the top-ranked Lady Vols in
paydirt from 27 yards out off a
8-6.
front
in
Tigers
overteam
football
grade
eighth
the
only
Rupp Arena, marking
MMS added to its lead in the Vinson pass. Vinson added the
fourth time in NCAA Division I came a 6-0 halftime deficit to
fourth period, when Davis 2-point conversion to help MMS
how it stacked up against a
women's basketball history that pound crosstown archrival
From Page 1C
scored again on a 33-yard run. close out the victory.
in
30-6
County
Calloway
Division I-A opponent, MSU
an unranked team defeated a
It
half.
Deese ran for over 100 yards little bit in the second
The 2-point conversion try
Holland
Ty
at
action
Tuesday's
will undoubtedly get a better
top-ranked foe.
for the Tigers, who were led by was great to get in there and
failed, but the Tigers led 14-6.
Stadium.
on where it's at this week •
gauge
home
15
played
defense
have
included
our
score, and
The Cats
Ian an offensive line that
linebacker
Middle
took its early lead
Calloway
a Tennessee State squad
against
games, including four games in on a 32-yard run on its opening Heskett put Murray ahead 22-6 Robert Olive, Robbie Jones, better. ... We'll build off that."
it hasn't played in two seasons.
low
face
Racers'
Chance
the
will
Despite
UK
Deines.
Rupp Arena.
ppssession, but the Tigers (3-2) when he intercepted a Calloway Harley
Because of a scheduling
at
production
Arkansas Pine Bluff on Dec. 17 came roaring back in the second pass and returned it 32 yards for Robinson. Jacob Carver and offensive
agreement with the OVC that
was
pleased
Griffin
Mississippi
Missouri.
Donelson.
Colby
foes
end
tight
and conference
a touchdown. David Vinson then
half.
allows TSU to play only seven •
The crosstown rivalry will with the play of his two quarterState (Jan. 25), Vanderbilt (Feb.
Murray got on the board in hit wide receiver Ryan Kelly
league games each season, the •
I). and perennial power Georgia the third quarter, when Shickill with a 2-point conversion pass continue on Thursday. when backs — Barnard and junior Tigers haven't seen the Racers
grade
starter Ryne Salyer.
both school's seventh
(Feb. 15) in the downtown Davis capped a four-minute to make the score 22-6.
win by the "Big
Although Barnard, the red- since a 30-13
venue.
Davis added his third score of squads meet at 6 p.m. at Jack D.
drive with a 16-yard touchdown
November 2004. That
in
Blue"
from
transfer
freshman
shirt
Rose Stadium.
contest was also played at
The Tiger eighth graders will Marshall. had the better night
Nashville at what is now called
for
84
throwing
—
Tuesday,
next
field
statistically
the
to
return
Field — the home of the'
LP
when they host Heath at Ty yards on 12-of- 17 pass attempts
Titans.
— and led MSU on its lone scor- NFL's Tennessee
Holland Stadium.
kids from the
the
told
"We
(8Salyer
ing drive, Griffin said
have
12 one-game
we
that
start
for-13. 39 yards) would remain
"We
the starter for this week's game seasons," said Griffin.
and now the
Missouri.
played
at TSU.
on our schedule is
"They both played well. only game
That's what
State.
Tennessee
They ran the offense the way
11• MIN 111 • II • MI • JIB
to stay focused on.AIM =I • IM • If • IIM
Honor a person, team, club, or organization
they were supposed to," said we're going
Griffin of his signal callers. "I
IMI910_11
wish we would have done a little
per brick
early.
Ryne
job
protecting
better
Undy triter
We didn't do a great job there.
mow Ina*hum Vero
Deadline: Monday, Sept. 18 @ noon
That's certainly something we'll
TO IOW Or KU km,Mame*
to guarantee placement prior to
comb& IA WOO
address. We'd better, or it will
be a long year."
IS 111•6 M.• 75141142
Ty Holland Redechcation Ceremony
The all-around poor play of
View Our
TV, radio
For more information contact Amy McDowell
the Racers' offensive line was a
TODAY
Inventory .1
Entire
Griffin.
spot
for
sore
753-S202
(270)
or
ls.us
y.kyschoo
ell@murra
amy.mcdow
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
there.
play
well
didn't
"We
p.m.
12:30
www.
ESPN — San Francisco at Cincinnati
there's no doubt about it," he
1:10 p.m.
bennettmotorsinc
recalled. "We came out and got
713S — Atienta at N V Mots
All Tiger fans & Murray Independent School District alumni are invited:
punched and we didn't punch
.com
7 p.m.
Ty Holland Rededication
ESPN — Chicago While Sox at Boston
back. ... It's a group that is the
While Sox at Boston
Chicago
WON
—
personality of your football
Friday, Sept 21, 2006
TENNIS
OW'
team
team. If they're soft, your
7 p.m.
Tailgate Party in Ty Holland Stadium Parking Lot 5:45-6:45 p.m.
USA — U S Open. at New Yon,
is soft. That's going to have to
WMILA
Pre-Game Ceremony starts at 7:05 p.m.
change, and it will change."
p.m.
While last weekend's opener
ESPN2 — Pleyolh,*Ms,game 4.
Detroit at Sacramento
was a good opportunity to see

•Golf

UK's plan changes after loss
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Murray Middle comes back to beat CMS
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Newest technology helps former mayor in cancer battle
! When Freed Curd had to
decide where to receive treatment for prostate cancer, he and
his wife, Marjorie, chose to
receive medical care right here
IA the town where he grew up,
lived, worked, and had the honor
of serving as mayor. Curd chose
the Regional Cancer Center at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, not just because it was
close to home, but because they
offered the best care and the
newest technology in the region.
Curd had been experiencing
urinary problems and decided to
Urologist Dr. Steve
see
Trevethan. His prostate specific
ahtigen (NA) level was 12, so
Dr. Trevethan began treating the
problem with medication, which
brought the level down to 7.5.
Since the level was still high, Dr.
Trevethan ordered a biopsy of
his prostate and discovered it
Was malignant.
Curd is one of about 230,000
American men who are diagnosed each year with prostate
cancer. Though prostate cancer
is generally a slow-growing cancer, it can be aggressive, and is
most treatable when discovered
early on.
He was presented then with
the agreed upon treatment
options for an overall healthy
gentleman, that his doctors
expected to live another 10
years, and who had an intermediate risk prostate cancer. These
included primary radiation and
primary surgery.
• Fortunately for Curd, the
Regional Cancer Center at
MCCH had just recently purchased the new Tomotherapy -

tumors to a significantly lughei
Intensity Modulated Radiation
total dose.
Therapy (IMRT) unit. This
Cancers approved for treatallowed the radiation to be
ment using IMRT technology
delivered via numerous pencilinclude:
thin beams, thereby precisely
— Prostate cancers
sculpting the dose delivered
— Lung cancers
daily around the affected area.
— Head and neck cancers
markedly
approach
This
(larynx, tonsil, tongue, sinus,
improves a patient's tolerance to
nasopharynx, etc.).
treatment by limiting the expo— Certain pancreatic tumors
sure of normal structures such as
— Liver tumors (metastases,
the rectum and bladder.
hepatocellular carcinoma)
"I was the third person to uti— Primary brain tumors
lize this new machine for cancer
(glioblastomas, gliornas, etc.)
"The
treatment," said Curd.
"Our patients benefit from us
treatment went quite well, and 1
having not only the latest techhad absolutely no side effects. It
nology, but also the teamwork of
was truly a success story for
our caring 'family'," Dr. Giese
me."
said. "Our treatment group,
Curd began receiving radiamade up of our Certified
tion therapy in August 2005,
Physicist, Certified Dosimetrist,
under the care of Dr. William
and two Certified Radiation
Giese, the board-certified radiaTechnologists integrate closely
tion oncologist at the Regional
with our clinic group made up of
.
4
111
awl*
Cancer Center. He underwent 41
,
Certified Nurse, Certified
our
044
:011PAI0 ,tz
* V.
daily treatments total, completNutritionist. our Office staff and
ing his prescribed course around
&tit,41,2...tit:00:
41::*
11**
.1**
myself all day and every day to
1111/
Thanksgiving.
o,
,s.akt,„„ogov
,
41`
people through. We
encourage
**
41k ir•
-Dr. Giese and the staff at the
strive to remember we are not
1 f'
,
it '
"7-171S
ee4
l
**** *
Regional Cancer Center were
, 4, It*
l'arAt.
-• all at 6.̀
a
treating a disease, but a person
'G.
wonderful, informative, and
alt...Ow An 411,1111b a•la w
facing the fears the diagnosis of
Photo provided
very uplifting," said Curd.
cancer brings on. Like any famThe less advanced treatments Freed Curd is shown above. The former Murray mayor underwent treatment for prostate can- ily, we have our squabbles. but
for prostate cancer are well
Center. in the end we all know exactly
cer using Tomotherapy-IMRT at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Regional Cancer
known to sometimes lead to tisCenter"
how important our work is.
Cancer
Regional
target
to
able
was
Giese
"Dr.
over
all
sue injury that can culminate in teaching and coaching
Center
Cancer
Without this, there is no quesRegional
The
said.
precisely," Curd
urinary incontinence, or rectal the region, and as a state legisla- my tumor
County tion we would not be so success-Calloway
Murray
at
is
Center
Cancer
Regional
"The
With
Murray.
of
bleeding, or impotency. Patients tor and mayor
and the technology avail- Hospital is the first in the region ful."
treated by these newer technolo- three daughters, five grandchil- great
For more information about
allowed me to receive to offer Tomotherapy-IMRT,
there
able
active
staying
wife,
his
and
dren,
gies, such as 1MRT, appear to
providing cancer
precise
physicians
extremely
for
allows
that
could
I
care
of
n
sophisticatio
a
have a lowered risk of ultimate- is essential to him.
the Regional
or
allows
turn,
in
treatment
This,
irradiation.
the
Fortunately, the newer tech- only have had previously in
ly developing these problems.
to be Cancer Center at Murrayradiation
of
dose
higher
a
that
staff
a
by
cities,
biggest
procare
his
in
Curd, as a newlywed, wanted to nologies utilized
tumor, while Calloway County Hospital, call
vided him with an excellent out- truly cares about what happens prescribed to the
minimize his risk.
lowering the exposure of the 762-1100 or check out the webme.
to
are
indicators
all
Today.
come.
As a native of the Murray
site at murrayhospital.org under
"I cannot say enough about surrounding healthy tissues.
area, Freed had been active all that he is cancer free and his
radioCenters of Excellence.
modulation
Intensity
the people at the Murray
his life, serving in the Air Force, most recent PSA was down to
us to treat
allow
can
therapy
Hospital
County
Calloway
0.1.
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PCS, EMR Already in use at MCCH
•

is
If

President Bush has called on physicians
and hospitals to move medical records from
paper to electronic files, a change that will
improve medical care while reducing healthcare costs by as much as 20 percent. Bush
hopes to have all hospitals and clinics converted to electronic medical files in 10 years.
At Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
electronic medical records are already a
reality.
Electronic files will give physicians
instant access to potentially lifesaving information such as_patiests' medical histories.
lab test results and the list of medications
Photo provided
they have been prescribed. In addition, elecPictured is Dr. Clegg Austin, pediatrician at Murray Pediatrics, tronic records will reduce administrative
utilizing the new Patient Care System at Murray-Calloway costs and the chance for medical errors that
County Hospital. Since May, the hospital staff and physicians occur when information is written down
have been gearing up for the system that went live the first of inaccurately or illegibly.
The records will also invite patients to
August.

FDA OKs sale
of up to 4,000
artificial heart
devices yearly
a
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A
company
Massachusetts
approval
federal
received
Tuesday to sell the world's first
fully implantable artificial heart.
The 2-pound mechanical
hearts would be used only in
patients who are close to death
and have no other treatment
options.
Drug
and
Food
The
granted
Administration
Abiomed Inc. a humanitarian
exemption allowing it to sell the
AbioCor artificial hearts, agency
spokeswoman Susan Bro said.
Surgeons likely will implant
between 25 and 50 of the
devices a year, though the company has approval to sell up to
4,000 annually, Bro said.
"We're talking about a small
group of end-stage patients,
whose choice is between immediate death or new, innovative
technology," said Dr. Daniel
Schultz, director of the FDA's
Devices and
Center for
Radiological Health.
So far, the artificial heart has
been tested in only 14 men. Two
died from the operation, and
another never regained consciousness. Half the implants
were done at Jewish Hospital in
Louisville. Ky.. including the
first two.
The rest survived only an
aVerage of five months, though
notably one patient lived 10
months following surgery. and
another 17 months. The latter
patient, Tom Christerson of
Western Kentucky. died in
February 2003.

become more involved with their medical
care by making lab tests and other records
available electronically on a CD-rom.
Since May. MCCH physicians and staff
have been working together to implement
the Meditech Patient Care System (PCS)
and Electronic Medical Record (EMR).
Nurses have had classroom training and
have been practicing on the system. In July,
routine printing of most diagnostic results
were discontinued in the nursing areas,
allowing the staff to become more comfortable with the EMR prior to going live on
Aug. I.
Patients and visitors at MCCH can expect
to see nurses, nursing assistants, and support
staff such as physical and respiratory therapy bringing computers into the patient
rooms where they can record information as
it happens. This information will be imme-

diately available to the patient's other health
care providers. Physicians will have the
ability to see test results and nursing documentation when they are making rounds,
from their office, or even at home if they
choose.
The Electronic Medical Record allows
for immediate trending of information.
Symptoms and results over a range of visits
may be compared to more efficiently recognize and diagnose patient problems.
The goal for the Patient Care System at
MCCH is to provide consistent documentation in a timely manner to improve patient
safety, patient care, and patient privacy.
For more information on this or other
technology at MCCH,call 270-762-1100 or
at
website
our
to
go
spital.org.
www.murrayho
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CORNERST
of Care
to building
At MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, were committed
it 1,
better health care. But our commitment is not limited to our new hospital expansion
found every day in our people. We would like to introduce Janice Wallace, MURRAYCARE
: CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITALS next CORNERSTONE OF
care
recipient. She is a Registered Nurse, graduate of MSU, and has been delivering quality
to our community.
have seen
1 have enjoyed working at Murray-Calloway County I Iospital for 26 years and
community
many changes. Yet - one thing remains the same, we arc dedicated to serve our
ourselves."
and families. We take care of our patients as we would want to be cared for
Janice Wallace, RN
'nit(-oordinator ofthe Post-Anesthetia Can Unit
foul out more about our Cornerstones ofCare,
and our expansion progress visit www.ffmrravhospital.org
‘I
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Couric makes 'CBS Evening News' debut
.•11.111.

By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — After
Katie Couric was introduced
on her first night as "CBS
Evening News" anchor by a
Walter Cronkite voiceover, she
delivered a fast-moving newscast that the legendary newsman might have found unrecognizable.
"Hi, everyone," she began.
I'm very happy to be with
ro,. A- ii
you tonight."
The rest of Tuesday's show
with Kati
featured outsiders delivering
commentary, the first public pictures of Sun Cruise, a lengthy
exclusive on the Taliban and
Couric asking viewers for help
in crafting a distinctive signoff.
At the end of her historic
show as the first female face
of network news, she was leaning up against the edge of her
anchor desk, laughing at something said to her offscreen.
Couric's long-awaited debut
capped a tumultuous period for
the evening news. For more than
AP
two decades, the network news
Evening
CBS
the
of
editor
g
managin
and
anchor
was dominated by Tom Brokaw, In this photo released by CBS, Katie Couric,
Peter Jennings and Dan Rather. News with Katie Couric, makes her debut broadcast on the CBS Television Network from the
Now, Couric will compete CBS Broadcast Center in New York, Tuesday. Couric replaces Bob Schieffer who anchored the
against Brian Williams at top- broadcast for 18 months following the departure of Dan Rather.
rated NBC and Charles Gibwell in Afghanistan," she said.
a stentorian reading off dozens smile?"
son at ABC.
happened? Why is it
"What
a
into
segued
story
That
.
headlines
' She arrived at CBS after 15 of news
g now?"
unravelin
White.
by
report
nal
On a relatively slow news conventio
years as NBC's 'Today" show
In almost breathless fashAxelJim
dent
correspon
House
chief
with
opened
host, where she was accus- day, CBS
through a handcorrespondent Lara rod on a speech given by Pres- ion, she zipped
tomed to always being first in foreign
ful of headlines: a corporate
terrorist
the
on
Bush
ident
Tala
by
escorted
being
the ratings. The "CBS Evening Logan
turnover at Ford, mourning over
commander to view sol- threat.
News" is third, but Couric has iban
Incorporating her 'Today" the killed "crocodile hunterweapons
their
g
displayin
diers
said that could be liberating,
all before the first comless than 10 miles from a U.S. interviewing experience, Couric offering a chance to try new
mercial.
Times
then brought New York
base.
things in a format she has
Couric also introduced "Free
in black with columnist Thomas Friedman
dressed
Logan,
called formulaic.
a segrhent that will
Speech,"
disbrief
a
for
part of her face visible, into the studio
That willingness was appar- only
feature outsiders
ly
periodical
threat.
terrorist
the
on
cussion
her
of
one
was heard asking
ent even before the first comcommentary.
brief
a
giving
going
be
to
'Things seemed
"Am I allowed to
mercial break ---- this was not guides.
•••
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Defense chief has
shoulder surgery to
repair rotator cuff
Secretary Donald H.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense
surgery Tuesday to
shoulder
Rumsfeld underwent successful
cuff.
rotator
repair a torn
secretary, said Rumsfeld.
Eric Ruff, the Pentagon press
at Walter Reed
shoulder
74, had the surgery on his left
and
on
Washingt
in
Army Medical Center
was
described it as elective surgery that
advance.
in
scheduled weeks
anesRumsfeld did not undergo general
, Ruff
procedure
ic
arthroscop
the
for
thesia
transsaid. Nonetheless, the defense secretary
Gordon
ferred to Deputy Defense Secretary
ng
England the responsibility for determini
airhow to respond if a potentially hostile
craft entered U.S. airspace. That responsipatrols
Rumsfeld
bility is related to the combat air
U.S.
that have been flown regularly over
airspace since the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
shifted to EngRuff said that was the only responsibility
to Rumsfeld
returned
be
to
expected
was
it
that
land, and
in a short time.
was restAfter the nearly two-hour operation, Rumsfeld
, Ruff
overnight
there
staying
was
and
ing at the hospital
said.
said, adding
"He's fine. He's recovering," the spokesman
as soon as
work
to
return
that he expected Rumsfeld to
Late in the
uncertain.
was
timing
exact
the
but
possible,
asking for
day, Ruff said Rumsfeld /was alert and "already
his inbox."
that help
The rotator cuff is a group of four tendons
tendons
stabilize and move the shoulder. Each of the four
upper
the
to
blade
shoulder
the
from
muscle
a
connects
humerus.
the
as
part of the arm bone, known
Tears in the rotator cuff can be caused by injury or by
weakening of the tendon from wear and tear. Ruff said
Rumsfeld's cuff tear was caused by "an old athletic injury."
Rumsfeld, who is right-handed, wrestled in college and is
an avid squash player.
Dr. Frederick A. Matsen III, chairman of the Department
of Orthopedics and Sports Medicine at the University of
Washington, wrote in a recent article about repairing rotator cuff tears that generally after surgery the shoulder should
not be used with the elbow away from the side for three
months. During that period the patient "needs to plan on
being less functional than usual," Matsen wrote.

Thyroid cancer inease
is reported in women
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
AP Science Writer
Top cancer deaths
WASHINGTON (AP) Cancers of the lung, colon and
Death rates from cancer are conrectum were two of the top
tinuing to decline but scienleading causes of cancer deaths
for both men and women
tists have uncovered a surprisU.S. death rates- for the top
ing Jump in cases of thyroid
cancers, by sex(1999-2003)
I've
cancer.
Mate
Overall cancer death rates
74.8
Lung and bronchus
declined 1.6 percent annually
Prostate in 29.1
Colon and rectum .124.3
for men between 1993 and
Pancreas 112.2
annualpercent
0.8
2003 and
Leukemia 110.1
ly for women from 1992-2003,
Female
according to the Annual Report
Lung and bronchus um 41.0
of
Breast 1.26.0
to the Nation on the Status
Colon and rectum .117.0
Cancer released Wednesday.
Pancreas 19.2
The report found recent
Ovary 18.9
increases in breast cancer appear
'Per 100.000 people
to have leveled off, but scienAP
Amencan Cancer Society
tists say it's too soon to call SOURCE
th.tt a trend.
Jemal said this is probably
And a special look at the a result of better diagnosis, but
Latino population found that added that scientists aren't sure
for 1999 to 2003, Latinos had yet whether another risk faclower incidence rates than non- tor is involved. The rate of
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RECEIVE UP TO A $1000 REBATE — plus 6 months same as
cash — when you purchase any qualifying Trane XU system
through November 1, 2006.
aft•I year with
instoN a new Tram heating and cooling system and youl be rewarded year
with up to $1.000
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with Randy Thornton Company we even gNe you ex months to make a payment.
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Programmable Thermostat
I Energy saving
I setback thermostat
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Coll now for a free horn* comfort consultation

RANDY THORNTON CO., INC.
802 Chestnut • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-8181
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